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Abstract

For par-t schedules in robotic cells with two and three macìrines, identical and different

part types are discussed. The objective of this work is to find the optimal cycle rime for

sucli cells.

For identical parts, different sequences of robot moves generate different cycle time i¡

robotic cells with two or three machines. To find the optimal cycle time. a simulation tool

is used, which proves to be efficient for analyzing the effects of various parameters and

the implications of various alternatives.

For different pafis, both the sequences of part input and the sequences of robot moves

result in different cycle time. To find a solution of such problems, which are

characterized by a fixed path, a genetic algorithm is proposed. The algorithm employs

natural chromosome representation. A point cut crossover operator is developed for the

operation of chromosome crossover. A mutation operator is also designed to select two

genes randomly in a chromosome and to exchange their positions. The optimal part

sequence and cycle time are obtained through processing genetic evaluation and

improving the solution performance. Exarnples are presented, which demonstrate that the

genetic algorithm can solve the problems easily.
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Chapter I Introduction

I.l Background

Manufacturing has moved towards a liighly automated and computer integr-ated flexible

process as a result of developments in advanced computer and infonnation technology. A

general flexible manufactut'ing system (FMS) has been defined as an autor¡ated systerll

composed of computer-controlled machining centers and automated material-handli¡g

devices. Computer-controlled machining centers are used to produce pafls. The

automated material-handling devices are used to transfer parts between machines/

processes. Machines in an FMS are usually equipped with necessary cutting tools and

capable of performing different operations [1].

An FMS often works at four different levels: i ) factory or enterprise level, ii ) shop or

line level, iii)cell level, and iv)component level [2]. At the cell level, the production

flexibility and efÍìciency of an FMS depend on a set of multi-purpose machines and

automated transport/material handling systems. The multi-purpose machines are capable

of performing different operations with minimum set-up time between successive

operations. The automated transpor-t/material handling systems enable parts to move

between machines- A network of supervisoïy computers dilects and coordinates the

simultaneous processing of many parts.

In a flexible manufacturing cell, industrial robots are widely used and the cell is called

robotic cell. A robotic cell may have one or several robots and several machines. The



machines are arranged within the reach of a robot. The lobot perfor-ms all material

handling functions including loading and unloading parts among the machines. In an

FMS unit or a robotic cell, machines are normally computer numeral controlled (CNC) or

automated. Typical rnachining processes include milling, drilling, sliaping. grinding, and

cutting.

There are many applications of robotic cells in industry, which include the manufacture

of semiconductors, glass products, cosmetics, printed circuit boards, and building

products [3]. The efficient use of robotic cells increases productio¡ rates, which results in

enhanced manufacturing competitiveness. Robotic cells in industr-y are typically designed

for repetitive operations [4]. In robotic cells, there are usually several machines amanged

within the reach of a robot' The robot loads and unloads parts among machines in robotic

cells' For example, a robot can be used to pick up a part from an input buffer, load and

unload a lathe machine, and then transfer it to a drill machine, and finally discharge it in

an output buffer.

In an FMS, the type of material handling devices determines the layout of machines for

processing a parr or a family of parts. If a handling robot is used in a robotic cell, the

machines are usually placed in a circle t5]. If input and output devices are arranged along

a semicircle, the robot is normally located in the center of the semicircle and transports

parts between machines and input/output devices. This type of cell is refer-red to as a

robot-centered cell. If the robot is on a rail and can move along the rail in a cell to load

and unload parts on the machines, the robotic cell is called a mobile-robot cell. Some



applications combine fhe above two layouts: the robot's arm rotates on its base. and the

robot ¡noves linearly along a irack. This is also referred to as a nlobile r.obot cell t6]. A

conrmonly used cell layout is robot-centered. The robotic cells consist of nt machines

arranged in a circular layout and served by a single central robot.

Robotic cells with one robot have been widely used in manufacturing companies. A

real-world example of a two-machine robot-centered cell is pr.esented by Xerox

Corporation, Rochester, NY, which has three robotic cells. Each cell is served by a

dual-gripper 2105 B Unimate robot and consists of two CNC lathes, to produce a family

of products called "duplicator fuser rollers" [7]. Multiple CNC machines and robot

programs facilitate fast changeover from one product to another of the family of roller

designs [8]. Another example is a robotic cell with three machines used in a production

line of machine castings [9]. The robotic cell is used for truck differenrial assemblies

where a robot transfers heavy mechanical parts between large machines. The system

contains a conveyor belt for the incoming parts and another belt for the outgoing par1s. In

this particular system, the robot is not able to traverse the conveyor. Therefore, the

movement of the robot, from output to input, has to traverse the entire cell.

There have been many studies on the robot-centered cells. In such robotic cells, the

machines have no input or output buffers, each machine can process one part at a time,

and the part waits on the machines until the robot picks it up. After processing a part, the

machine is blocked until the robot removes the part. This research was focused on the

sequences of robot Íloves and on scheduling parts. Efficient sequences of robot moves



and favorable schedules of parts in a robotic cell

manufacturing industries.

The objective of this study is to find the optimal

maximize production rate.

can greatly increase ploductivity for

sequence of robot moves and parts to

1.2 Objectives

The research discusses identical and different part type problems in robotic cells with two

and three machines. The objective of the research is to find

' The robot sequences in robotic cells with two and three machines to optimize the

cycle time for the identical part type problems.

' The part schedule at input buffer that maximizes the long-r-un average production

rate for a ceftain robot movement sequence in robotic cells with two and three

machines, given a family of parts with a minimum paft set (Mps).

In robotic cells, special fixtures and jigs are often changed at regular intervals to match

the production rates of different products. For identical products or a family of products,

the same f,txtures can be used [5]. In this work, the robot sequence problems of the

movement of identical and different part types are analyzed,, and scheduling a cell with

two and three machines is considered. The¡e are no intermediate buffers between

machines. The operation procedure of the robot-centered cell is assumed as follows:



(1)' Each part will go through all elements of the cell in the order IN, M¡, Mz, OUT for a

robotic cell with two machines and IN, Mr, M2, M3, OUT for a robotic cell with three

machines. iN and our represent input buffer and output buffer. Mr, Mz, arrd M3

represent Machines 1,2. and 3, respectively.

(2). Each machine ptocesses only one part at a time.

(3). The set-up time is included in the processing time.

(a). The time of each pickup, loading, unloading, and drop-off is the same.

(5). The robot travel time between any 2 adjacent positions is the same.

For the identical part type problems, the sequence of different robot movements affects

the production rate. The theoretical methods have been provided by Sethi et al [10].

Sethi's formulation is used to find the optimal sequence of robot movements. A

simulation tool has been developed for identical part type problems. It provides a quick

visual simulation for understanding the process in order to search for the optimal solution.

By comparing the simulation result with the result calculated by using Sethi's method,

the effectiveness of the tool developed can be verified.

For the different part type problems, we focus our attention on the input sequence of parts.

Different input sequences generate different cycle time. The research is to find the

maximum throughput rate or the minimum cycle time. The problems belong to the

NP-hard problem (non-deterministic polynomial time hard) [11]. Np-har-d is defined as



follows' There are N problems. If a polynomial time can solve one of the N problems and

the polynomial time can be translated to solve any other problenls by using an approach.

the problerns are NP-hard ploblems. Different approaches for the problem lrave been

proposed, such as branch-and-bound techniques [12]. However, these tech¡iques are not

very effective for large-sized or even medium-sized part probìems [13].

A gerietic algorithm is proposed to find a solution to the probleni that is characterized by

a fixed path. The fixed path limits the sequences of robot moves in a robotic cell with two

or three machines. Therefore, the problem belongs to part input per-rnutation. The

proposed algorithm employs the natural chromosome representation of genetic algor.ithm.

One point cut crossover operator is selected for chromosolre crossover operatio¡. A

mutation operator is designed to select two genes randomly in a cluomosome and to

exchange their positions. The objective function of the maximum production rate is used

to determine the fitness of each chromosome. The optimal part sequence and cycle time

are obtained through processing genetic evaluation in order to irnprove the solution.

Examples are presented and their results are analyzed.

1.3 The structure of this thesis

This thesis is olganized as follows. A literature review is presented in Chapter 2. The

sequences of robot moves in robotic cells with two and three machines are introduced in

Chapter 3. A simulation tool is developed in Chapter 4 to simulate the robotic cells with



two and three machines for identical part type. Genetic algorithms

Chapter 5. to solve the problems of different parts. conclusions and

described in Chaprer 6.

are designed in

filture work are



Chapter 2 Literature review

Robots are being extensively used in flexible manufacturing systems. A majol application

of robots is in robotic cells. Since robots in such ceÌls usually pelfolm a repeated

operation. the optimal scheduling of robot moves is very important. Most research has

focused on a single robotic cell, which consists of an input device, several nrachines, an

output device, and a robot. The machines perform different processes on each part. The

robot transports parts from machines to I/O (lnput/Output) devices, or between machines.

It is assumed in this research that there are no buffers for intermediate storage in the

robotic cell. All parts must be either in the I/O device, on one of the machines, or held by

the robot. Based on these assumptions, the research has aimed at obtaining the minimum

cycle time for processing a set of parts that may all be identical or have different

processing requirements. The common goal is to maximize productivity. For identical

parts, the objective is to determine the sequence of robot moves for maximum parl

throughput. For parts with varying processing times, the objective is to decide the

optimum sequence of robot moves and part schedule to maximize the par-t throughput.

Therefore, the research aim can be summarized as determination of the order of different

parts entering the cell, and the sequence of robot moves.

2.1 Identical part type in a robotic cell

For identical part types, the work undertaken by different researchers is to decide

sequences of robot moves in one-unit cycle. A one-unit cycle is a sequence of robot

moves in which each machine is loaded and unloaded exactly once. Without loss of

generality, a robotic cell with m machines was considered by Crama and Klundert [14].



In such a robotic cell. there are exactly nr! one-unit cycles. Activity Ai (i:g.....ry,)

consists of the following sequerìce of robot moves: unload M,,rravel from M,foM,*,;

and load M,*t Each one-unit cycle defines a permutation of the activities starting

with lo. Different pet'mutations represent different cycles. Computing the optimal one-

unit cycle is equivalent to computing the optimal permutation of the activities. For a

robotic cell with two machines, there are 2 (2!) one-unit cycles. The per-mutations al-e

lAr,A,,A',\ and {Ao,Ar,l,}. For a robotic cell with three machines, there are 6 (31) one-

unit cycles. The permutations arc {Ao,A¡,A,,Ar} , {A.,A.,A,,A.\ , {A.,A,,A.,A2} ,

{Ao,Ar,A1,A,}, {¿0,A.,,A\,At}, and {Ao,Ar,Ar,A,}. Ther.efore, the sequences of robot

moves in a robotic cell can be easily obtained. The objective is to find a sequence of

robot moves that maximizes the throughput rate or minimizes the cycle time.

Sethi et al [10] discussed sequences of robot moves in robotic cells with two and three

machines for identical part type based on known robot travel time and the time to pickup,

load, unload, and drop parts. The objective is to find the optimal sequence of robot moves

in robotic cells with two and three machines.

For the robotic cell with two machines, there are only two different cycles ( S, and ,S, ).

For cycle S, , the robot loads machine one, waits for the processing to complete, transfers

the part to machine two, waits until processing is complete before delivering the part to

the output station. For cycle S, , the initial state of the two different cycles is that the

robot has just completed loading it on machine M, . The robot begins to move from this

state. The cycle with a shorter cycle time is what is desired.

9



Sethi et al [10] also addressed the probleni of finding the optirnal sequence of robot

moves in a robotic cell with three machines. They identified six different cycles

(S,,Sr,S.,So,Sr,and Su), among which four cycles (S,,S,,S., and Sr) are very simple,

since tlieir cycle time can be formulated easily. The other two ( S, and S,, ) are complicated.

whose cycle time can be formulated under assumption of the cell being in steady state.

The formulations show that the four ( S, , Sr, S_, and Su ) of six cycles dominates the other

two. The optimal cycle time comes from the four dominated cycles.

Crama et al Ii4] investigated identical parl type problems where the number of machines

is arbitrary. If there are n't machines in a robotic cell, there are exactly re! per-mutation

of activities. The search for the optimal cycle is equivalent to fìnding the optimal

permutation of robot moves starting withlo. The robot moves can be either pyramidal

permutation or no pyramidal permutation. The numbel of the pyramidal pemrutations

is2"'-t. It has been proved that there is an optimal cycle in the pyramidal permutations. If

the number of machines is fixed, the optimal cycle time can be obtained (in polynomial

time) from the pyramidal permutations.

Logendran et al [6] studied the sequence of robot moves in a robotic cell with two

machines. The time spent in a robot cycle was defined as: e,for picking up a part from

the input buffer I;e,for loading the part on machine M,; erfor unloading the part from

machine M,; eofòr loading the part on machine Mr; erfor unloading the parl from

machine M,; and finally eu for dropping the part at the output buffer O . To simulate tlie

real motion of a robot in the cell, the robot moving from one position to another was

considered as three different phases, namely acceleration, followed by constant velocity,

10



and finally deceleration to rest at the point of destination. The robot application is

improved by considering the robot's acceleration and deceleration. For instance. the robot

travel time from I ro M, directly would be slightly ( ¡ units) less than the travel tirne

frorn 1 ro M, and then from M, fo M,, since the latter requir-es an additional

acceleration and a deceleration phase compared to the former. Due to the same reason,

the robot travel time of a move directly from 1 to O would be 2y units less t¡an the

travel time from I ro M t, then from M, to M.,, and finally from M, ro o. The time

needed for each pickup, load, unload, and drop operation performed by the robot was

assumed to be different. The cycle time of S, and S, is obtained simply by adding the

event times in a polynomial time. Three types of robotic cell layouts were considered, i.e.,

robot-centered cell, mobile robot cell, and in-line robot cell.

Agentis [15] considered a situation of no-wait constraint. In other words, as soon as a

machine completes a part, the robot will immediately move it to the next machine. No-

wait processing is typical in the steel industry and some electroplating processes. In fact,

the "machines" are treatment furnaces and the "parts" are some materials that are

processed in the "machines", and the "robot" is a crane for moving the materials around

the workshop. The problems in a robotic cell with two and three machines were

discussed. For two machines, the problem is very simple. After a part is loaded on the

machine 2, there are two cycles ( S, and S, ) available. Cycle S, is always available. If

cycle S, is available, the robot moves along cycle S.,. Cycle ,S., is better than cycle S,,

since two parts enter the cell. For three machines, the problem is complex. Due to no-wait

constraint, there is no steady state case to consider. The robot begins at input buffer for

each cycle' When a part is processed on a machine, the input time of next part must

lt



satisfy the constraint that the empty robot must reach the machine before completio' of

the processing of the part on the machine. The expressions were given by the author. The

optimal cycle can be computed.

2.2 Different part fypes in a robotic cell

For different part types, the robotic cell is required to repetitively produce families of

parts' The parts have similar design features, functions, materials, and processi¡g

requirements' Thus, the families of parts are produced by sharing the same fixtures and

cutting tools [16]. In a robotic cell, the entire system is under the supervision of a

programmable controller. Multiple CNC (Computer numerical control) and robot

programs facilitate fast changeover from one part to another of a family. Therefore,

different parts can be produced in a robotic cell as identical parts. Ther-e have been a few

studies about different part types in a robotic cell, aimed to maximize the throughput rate

of the cell. For the objective, two decisions have to be made simultaneously. One is the

sequence of robot moves. The other is the scheduling of par.ts.

Due to the trend towards just-in-time manufacturing, a minimum paft set (MpS) is

required to decide cycle production schedules. The MPS has been introduced by Hall et

al [11], which is the smallest possible set of parts. For example, there are three types of

parls: A, B, and C. The total production target is 700 parts of type A; 300 parts of type B;

and 400 parts of type C. If an MPS consists of 14 parts made of seven A, three B, and

four C, the cycle time is defined as the necessary time period to complete processing one

MPS. Therefore, the objective is to minimize the time to produce one MPS in a cyclic

production environment.

t2



The study of robot moves and scheduling parts in a robotic cell w'as first introduced by

Sethi et al [10]. The optimal part schedule with differenr parr rypes was considered

against a given fìxed sequence of robot moves in a robotic cell with tw-o machines. The

time of picking up a paft from an input buffer. loading a part on a nrachine, unloading a

part fi'om a machine, and dropping a part into an output buffer is assumed to be sarne for-

different parts. A polynomial time algorithm for scheduling different part types can be

derived. In this case, there are two fixed cycles, i.e., s, ands,. For cycleS,, the optirnaì

solution is decided by the parameters of machine processing time only, and not by the

parl-input schedule. Fol cycle52, given the parts schedule, the equation of the cycle ti¡re

can be formulated by using polynomial time algorithm. The equation can be interpreted

as a traveling salesman problem (TSP). Sethi used Gilmore and Gomory algorithm [6] to

solve the problem. Gilmore and Gomory algorithm first son and order the pafts, and then

a graph is used to find optimal parts schedule. According to the optimaì cycle time, the

sequence ofrobot moves and the part schedule can be decided.

Logendran at al [6i analyzed different pafi types in a mobile lobotic cell, an in-line

robotic cell, and a robot-centered cell with two machines. Different times were assumed

for loading and unloading of different parts on different machines. Gilmore and

Gomory's algorithm [6] can be used to find the optimal permutation of par1s. The

minimized cycle time is then obtained.

Aneja et al [17] also studied a robotic cell with fwo machines that process differe¡t parr

types. The cycle time is reduced by using both sequences S, and S, in the repetitive

production of MPSs. In a robotic cell with two machines, there are two sequences of

robot move cycles, S, and .S,. Cycles S, and ,!., were introduced in detail by Setlii et al

t3



[10]' There is a common state where the sequence of robot moves can be switched to

both S, and S, . The state is that the robot has just finished loading a pafton machine 2.

In the state, the robot has two possible nrotions:

(a) Wait and unload the par-t from machine 2 (as in cycle S,);

(b) Move back to input buffer, then pick up the next part at input buffer (as i¡ cycle.S, ).

For a given pan sclieduling at an input buffer. after the robot lias just loaded a paft on

machine 2- a decision has to be made if cycìe S, or S, is used for next cycle. A'
expression for the decision can be obtained by using a polynomial time algorithm. The

Gilmore and Gomory's algorithm was used to find the optimal solution and cycles from

the expression. By using a combination of different cycles in a robotic cell with two

machines, the cycle time can be improved.

The different part type's problem in a mobile-robot cell with three machines was studied

by Flall et al [18]. There are six potentially optimal one-unit robot move cycles

( S, , Sr S., , So , S, , and Su ) to be considered in the mobile-robot cell with three machines.

The production of parts begins from an initial state. The initial state is that the three

machines are empty and the robot is at input buffer and ready to pick up a part. The

optimal part scheduling problems associated with four of the six cycles ( s, , s, , s., and

S, ) are easily solved. The way to solve them is similar to the two cycles ( S, and S, ) in a

robotic cell with two machines. Given a fixed sequence of robot moves, a polynomial

algorittun can be used to formulate an expression for the cycle time. The expression

finally can be formulated as a TSP [18] (traveling salesman problem). The algorithm of

Gilnlore and Gomory was used to find the optimal cycle time. However, in the other two
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cycles ( S, and Su ). the par-t scheduling problerrs are very complex because i¡itial steps

must be considered- The authors found first the solutions for four of the six cycles. When

machines' processing time is much longer than the robot nrove time, the two cycìes

(S,and Su) are dominated by the other four. Thus the problem of part scheduling in a

robotic cell with three machines can still be solved effìciently.

Hall et al [11] analyzed the steady state in a robotic cell with three machines. A steady

state is defined as one when the waiting time of the robot is same for each part on each

machine. In robot move cycles ,sr ,,s-,, so, and s, , the steady state is that the robot has

just loaded a part on a machine and the other machines are all empty. Therefore, it is easy

forthe cell to converge to a steady state. However, forS, andSo, several cycles are need

to reach a steady state. Two different ways to initialize the cell are described by Hall et al

[18]. Based on the initialization, Hall et al [11] discussed on howto converge to a steady

state. They found that the steady state is bounded by the cell data and gave a guide to

initialize S, and Su . No experiments were conducted to support the guide. The general

part-sequencing problem, which is not restricted to any robot move cycle in a robotic cell

with th¡ee machines, is still NP-complete. Both NP and NP hard problem is called Np-

complete.

Agentis [15] and Agentis et al [9] concentrated their research on a no-wait robotic cell.

A no-wait robotic cell with two machines for different parts was analyzed. Given part

schedule' the expression for cycle time can be formulated. The analysis is similar to that

of identical part types in a no-wait robotic cell. The expression can be formulated as a

TSP. The Gilmore and Gomory's algorithm was used to solve the TSp. The problem of

minimizing the cycle time was solved. Agentis et al 119] considered the problern of parts
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scl-reduling for different parts itt a no-wait robotic cell with thr-ee machines. The

feasibility was discussed whell the robot move cycle was fixed. The probÌem of a no-wait

robotic cell with th¡ee machines is still open.

The above different part type problems in robotic cells belong to scheduling problems.

Scheduling is one of the most important tasks in manufacturing systenrs. Ma¡y different

approaches to scheduling have been proposed [20]. Since the approaches are complex,

heuristic rules are used- A genetic algorithm (GA) is a feasible method to solve the

problem' It has been used to plan assembly sequences [21], to optirnize a shop fìoor

process with multiple machines within the limits of the due date of product s [22f, to

schedule a flexible manufacturing cell with setup constraint [23], to format part families

and rnachine-component groups 124], to consider maximizing productivity of blocked

shop floor operation without buffers 1251, and to schedule a "no-wait,,shop floor with

multiple machines 126]. The Genetic algolithm has proven efficient for many complex

conrputations.

2.3 Summary

Research on a robotic cell with a single robot has been repofied in the literatures. Since

the number of machines in arobotic cell is usually no more than four [12], most of the

previous literature focused on a robotic cell with two machines and three machines. The

objective was to maximize the cell throughput, which is decided by the sequence of robot

move and the scheduling of different parts. In a robot celÌ with two machines or three

machines, total cycle number of the robot move is small, and is able to be found by
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permutation' The above literature review reveals that many researchers concentrated on

the problerns of identical part types and different part types in a robot cell.

For identical part types, Sethi et al ! 0] solved the problem of firrding oprimal cycles of

sequences of robot move in a robotic cell with two and three machines. The solution was

based on the assumption that the robotic cell was in a steady state. The steady state in a

robotic cell with three machines was analysed by Hall et al Ill]. There are several cycles

required for S, and Su to reach a steady state. There were no details about how the cell

reached a steady and how many cycles were needful.

For different part types, based on the minimum part set (MPS), the objective of most

research was to determine the optimal parl scheduling when the sequence of robot moves

is fixed. The parts scheduling in a robot cell is a complex process. The scheduling of S,

and Su in a robotic cell with three machines is NP-complete. A polynomial algorithm has

been used to formulate the cycle time based on a given sequence of robot moves. The

algorithm proposed by Gilmore and Gomory has been used when the cycle time is

formulated as a TSP. It is tedious and complex to formulate a cycle time in a TSp using a

mathematical method. Gilmore and Gomory's algorithm is a graphical format to

renumber the part permutations. But the method is restricted to part size.

In recent years' genetic algorithm (GA) has been applied for schedule problems [27]. GA

was developed by John Holland in 1970s [28]. Genetic algorithms have the features of

flexible, global and stochastic searching mechanism. GA has been proven efficient fo¡

many complex problems, which belong to combinational optimization. This research also

investigates a robotic cell with two machines and three machines for different parts by

using GA. The objective is to find the optimal schedule of different parls and robot
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moves. A polynomial time algorithm is used to formulate the cycle time for a given

sequence of robot moves. A genetic algorithm is used to find the optimal part schedule

based on the given sequence of robot moves. Genetic algorithnl is expected to improve

the efficiency fol scheduling different parrs.
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Chapter 3 Robot moving cycles in the cells with two or three machines

This Chapterpresents the details of problem formulation forrobotic cells. Two and three

machine robotic cell for processing of parls is considered. The original description and

calculation of robot working cycles in robotic cells were reported by Sethi 110]. Detaiìed

simulation procedures of the robot moves are investigated in this Chapter in order to

devise a clear sequence plan of the robot moves in robotic cells.

In order to describe parts processing in a robotic cell, the number of parls produced in a

single MPS (minimum part set) is assumed as ¡2. In a robotic cell with two machines,

there are two sequences of robot moves ( S, and S, ). In a robotic cell with three

machines, there are six sequences of robot moves ( S, , S, , S. , So, S. , and Su ). For a

given permutation of n parts, the robot moving cycle time can be formulated according

to respective sequences of robot moves in robotic cells with two and three rnachines. The

formulations are presented in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, respectively. To formulate the cycle

time, the following notations are used in a robotic cell with two or three machines.

M1, Mr,and M.

6

Pott), Po(2\, "' , Po(rl

aa(¡\t bo(¡), andco(i)

- Machines in the robotic cell.

- Time used by robot to pick up, load, unload, or drop

off a part.

- Robot moving time between any adjacent locations.

- A schedule of a given permutation o of n parts.

- Processing time of a part Por¡r on M 1, M,,

and Mr, respectively. i =1,2,...,n.
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lt,,o1,¡ 
' 

14,2o1,¡ 
' 
and 14/3o1,¡ -Waiting time of the robot before unloading parr

Pot,tã1 M1, M-,,and M\, respectively. i = 1,2,...,n.

It is assumed that the cell is empty at the initiation of the process and the robot is at the

input buffer ready to pick up a part before the production of the r different parts begir-rs.

Thus, if the robot moves in a sequence, the cell must be initialized con'esponding to the

sequence. An initialization is a transient production phase, which has no impact on tlle

long-run throughput rate associated with the sequence. For repetitive production process,

one MPS is followed by another MPS. Thus, the processing time aotn+t) equals cror, and

Qoln+2) equals aoe).Ilissimilarfof óo(,,*r),bo(,*2)tcorn+t),ãîdco(,,*.,,.Thewaitingtime

v)¡otn*t)equals u,,o1t¡, i =7r2r3

3.1 Sequences of robot moves in a robotic cell with two machines

There are two sequences of robot moves in a robotic cell with two machines: alternative I

and alterna tive Z.The procedures of alternatives I and.2are shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2

respectively. The part processing begins when the machines are unloaded. In alternative

2, there must be an initial step. The initial step will be described in Section 3.1.2. After

the initialization, the first cycle begins. The cycle time of altematives I and 2 is

formulated in Sections 3.1.1 and 3.l.2,respectively.

3.1.1 Alternative I

The robot picks up a part Po,,raf input buffer 1 , moves to M,, loads M, with the part

Polr¡ , waits at M, until the paft P,rrl has been processed, unloads the part Po,,, from M,
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moves to M,. loads the part P,r,¡ on M-,, waits at M) until the parr Po,,, has been

processed, unloads the part {,,, from M, , moves to output buffer O. drops the part

Po,n ãl O. and moves back to /. Then the robot picks up the next patl. Po,rrto staft rìext

cycle. The interval time between{,,, and Pot,*t\ can be obtained as follows:

Tror,ror,*r) = c * 6 + t + ao(i\ + € + õ ¡ € *bo1i¡ + s + 6 + t +36

:6e+6õ+aor,r*bot,\ (3. 1 .1 .1)

Machine I

n
ï-*J

LJ"., 
'\\

ÈGL\J
1 Buffer

Robot

Figure 3.1 Alternative I for a robotic cell with
two machines

3.1.2 Alternative 2

The robot picks up apaft port) ar input buffer 1, moves to M,, loads the parl porr) or

M t , wails at M , until the part po, has been processed, unloads the parl polr¡ , rrìove S to

M ', ,loads the part pottt ofr M, , moves back to input bufferl and ends the initial cycle.

Tlre cycle time of Alternative I for n

T, =f,T,o,,r",,u,

1./

different parts can be expressed as:

(3.1 .1.2)

:htne2 Machine IrL j -¡-5::---EI
)-';'---à-U"r.,

@-z--
Buffer

b-J
Buffer

Robot

Figure 3.2 Alternative 2 for a robotic cell with
two machines

Machine 2 Machine 2
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The next Pãrl Po¡¡ will enter the cell from input buffer. The robot picks up aparr pop¡

af ] , moves fo M,, loads potz) ofr M,, moves ro M,. waits ar. M, until the part

Porr¡which is on M, has been plocessed if necessary. unloads the part por\; moves to

outputbufferO.dropsthepart pott)ãto,movesroM,.waitaTM,until thepãÍf poot

has been processed if necessary, unloads poe)t moves fo M,,, loads pott¡ ofl M,, and

moves back to1. The procedure is shown in Figure 3.2.The interval time betweenPor,r

and Por,*rr can be obtained as follows:

Tto,,)or,*r, : t * õ + € +26 * wto(¡*t.) + E + 6 + € +26 + € + 6 + I + 6 * v,zo(,t

= 8ä + 6€ * ril2o1i¡ + v,ro1,*r¡ (3.1.1.3)

Forn,ro,,,,therobotmovesbackto I afterloading po1,.¡orrMr,picksupapaft poti+t\

at 1, movesfo M, loads poli*t¡ on M, moves To Mr, and waits af M., until the part

Porù oî M, has been processed if necessary. The interval time of the circle equals åo1,y.

The equation is obtained as follows.

26 + e + 6 + e + 6 + v,2o1¡.¡ = bot¡)

w2o(¡) =*u"þ,óo,,, - a6 -2el (3.1.1.4)

For t',o,,*'), the robot moves to M, after loadin1 por¡+t) on M,, waits at M, until the

Part Por¡t on M, has been processed if necessary, unloads the part por¡), rroves to output

buffer o, drops the part pot,¡at o, moves to M,, and waits at M, until the pàfi pot¡*tt

has been processed if necessary. The interval time of the circle equals ao(¡+t). The

equation is obtained as follows.
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õ + \4,ror,, + E + õ + € +2õ+ r4/ro1,*r¡ = aott+t\

v)tot,*r\ = maxþ'a o\t+t) - l4'2o1,) - a6 -2ej

T,o1,¡o1,*t¡ = 8â + 6e + maxþ ,bo(,*t) - 4õ -ze)+ maxþ ,ao1r+t¡ - 46 -2a - maxþ ,bo(¡) +a _ ze||

(3. r .1 .5)

The cycle time of Alternative 21or n different parts can be expressed as:

T. :fT."(/)o(r+r)
t=1

(3.1 .I .6)

3.2 sequences of robot moves in a robotic cell with three machines

There are six robot move sequences for a robotic cell with three machines. They are

Alternatives l, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. Usually the production of parts begi¡s when the

machines are unloaded and the robot is at input buffer I ready to pick up a part. Similar

as the two-machine cell, there must be an initial step for Alternatives2,3,4,5, and 6,

rêspectively. They are illustrated in Sections 3.2.1 through 3.2.3.

3.2.1 Alternatives I and 3

The procedure of Alternative I is shown in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3 Altemative 1 for a robotic cell with three machines

Machine 2

n

Ër'-E*-'-ff'

Pick up Po11¡ at ,r

Move to À,1¡

Load Po1¡1 on À,/¡

Wait at i./¡

Unload Po1¡¡ fronr À/¡

Moves to À/r

Load Po¡¡ on M-t

\Nait at lll-t
Unload Po1¡¡ fronr Mr

Move to À.'/3

Load Po1¡¡ on ,4,/.j

Wait at À,/i

Unload Po1¡¡ from À/-.¡

Move to O

Drop off Po1 ¡¡ at O

Move back to /

Buffer

ZJ



The interval time between{,,, and Pot,,t) càfr be obtained as follows:

Ttot,\ot,nt) = t * õ * € * ao1,¡+ s + 6 * t *bo1,¡+ € + 6 + t + co(¡\+ € + õ + t + 4õ

: 8e+ 86 + ao1,., r bot,\ * c oti)

-1
Tr = )-Tro1,¡o1,,t¡

(3.2.1 . 1 )

(3.2.1.2)

For Aìternative 3, the robot picks up a pafi po., ãf input buffer ./. moves fo Mt. loads

the part porr) on M,, waits af Mt until the pafr pot, has been processed, unloads the

paÍf pon, moves to M ), loads the part pø(r) on M.,,waits al M ) until the part po,,, has

been processed, unloads the patl pott) ) moves To M., loads the parl pd.) on M.,and

moves back to input buffer / to end the initial cycle.

After the initial cycle, the next parT poe¡ will enter the cell from input buffer. The

procedure is shown in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4 Alternative 3 for a robotic cell with three machines

The intervai time 
-between 

Po,,, and Po1,*,¡ can be obtained as foliows:

Machine 2
Pick up polr¡ al /

Move to M¡

Load pol't1 on lvll
Machine I ' '

=¡- i:;l::":::,ï'' 
po.¡ has

I \' I unroad po1,¡

q vou.to ¡r,

\ t 
Load Polr¡ on nrachine À'lr

àÈj T:::::,il,,,a, ¡,3 un,i,

Buffer po(t) has been processed

[Jnìoad p61¡¡

Move to O
Drop po1¡¡ at O

Move to À./r .

lf necessary waits al ¡y'? until

Po(2) lìas been Processed

Unload polr¡

Move to ,4./3

Load pop¡ ar llLi

Move back to /

n
*"fi'""-'2r!ffi!-r.

w,1_
¡l 5t''t ,/

t*iI
Buffer
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Tio(,)ol,*t)=€+6*€laot,*t)+€+6+€+6lv'ro(,,+c+õ+E+2õ*t4'2o(¡*t.)+€+6+€+36

= 8g+10ô+ úot,*t)* yrro(,) * u)2o1,*t¡ (3.2.1.3)

For u,.o,,,, the robot moves to 1 after loading por¡¡ ãr M.,. picks up a paft pot¡*t.¡ àf l,

moves ro M',, loads polr+t) on Mt, waits af Mt until po,,*,, has been processed, unloads

Pot¡+t), moves fo M), loads po(ì+t) on M.,, moves r"o M.. and waits aI M\ until p,r¡l

has been processed if necessary. The interval time of the circìe equals co,,,.The equation

is obtained as follows.

36 + e + õ + t * ao(¡+t) + € + õ + €+ õ +wro1,i = cot¡)

v,3o1i1=maxþ,co1r¡ -ao(¡+t)-at-66| G.2.1.4)

Fo, ,ro,,*,,, the robot moves to M. after loadinE por¡+j) on M,, waits at M j until por¡l

has been processed if necessary, unloads po(¡), moves to O, dlops pot¡t àT O, moves to

M,, and waits at M, until poli*t¡ has been processed if necessary. The intervai tirne of

the circle equals bo(¡*t\. The equation is obtained as follows.

6 * *ro,,, + € + 6 + € +26 + wzo,*t¡ = bo(¡+t)

v,2o(,,t) = maxþ,öo(¡+l) - u/3o(¡) -2e - aõl

T3o1r)o1i+t¡ = 8e + 10á + oo(i+t)+ maxþ,co (t\ - ao(i+t\ - ae - 66]¡

+*u*þ,å, ç+t¡-2t -46 --u*þ,ro,,, - oo(i+t)*+e -edjj (3.2.1.5)

T, =lTro1,¡o1,*r¡ (3.2.1.6)
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3.2.2 Alternatives

For Altemative 4,

cycle, the next part

Figure 3.5.

4and5

the initial

Po,r, will

3õ + e + 6 + e +2õ +v)3o1i1 = coli¡

v,3o(¡) =-utþ,ro,,, -6õ -2e|

is the same as that of Alterative 3. After the initial

the cell from input buffer. The procedure is shown in

cycle

enter

Machine 2

6-'

Pick up a paft poe) at l
Nlove to Ày'|

Load po¡>¡

Move to 
^y'3

lfnecessary waits at ¡y'-ì Unril

por) hasbeenprocessed

Unload po1¡¡

Move to O

Drop po11.¡ at O

Move back to À,/

lfnecessary \\,aits at ¡./¡ until

Ps12¡ has been processed

Unload poJr¡

Move to ¡y'1

Load pop¡ at ì14't

Wait at À,/r until polr¡ has

been processed. Lrnloads 7_ro1r¡

Move to rÌ./-i

Load poçt¡ al ll,li

Move back to /

31 4--
ü"
Buffer

-7 \,

Robot
N.J

Buffer

Machine 3

Figure 3.5 Alternative 4 for a robotic cell with three machines

The interval time between Po,,, and Poli*¡¡ can be obtained as follows:

T4o(t)ot¡+tt=t*6+s+26*wtot¡)+t+6+t+36+v)to1i*t.¡+s+õ!€*bot¡+t¡+€+6+s+36
:126 +8e+ bot¡+t)*wto1i*t¡+wto1,¡ e.2.2.1)

Fo. .,o,,, , the robot moves back to I after loading por¡t ãf M., , picks up a paft po(¡*t) àI

I, moves fo Mt, loads pou+t\ on Mt, moves to Mr, and waits al Mluntil po,,, has been

processed if necessary. The interval time of the circle equals co,,, . The equation is

obtained as follows.
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For r4,,o.,*,,, the robot lroves fo M. after loadinE pot,=t) on M,. waits al. M.urrtil por,r

has been processed if necessary, unloads po1,¡, moyes to O, drops pot¡\ãt O, moves

back to M,, and waits at M, untll pott+t\ has been processed if necessary. The interval

time of the circle equals ao(t+t\. The equatiorl is obtairlecl as follows.

2õ +u,1o1¡¡ + e + õ + ¿ +36 lv)to(,*t\ = ao1,+t\

vÌto(,*t\= maxþ,ao1,+r¡ - M/Jo1i¡ -6õ -Zej

T4o(,\o(¡*t) =126 + 8g + bo(¡+t) Imaxþ, coti) 6õ -2el

+maxþ,ao t,*, -6õ -2e -maxþ,cor) -ea -ujj

To :ZTo"(¡)d(i+r)

(3.2.2.3)

(3.2.2.4)

For Alternative 5, the robot picks up apart porD ãt input buffer 1, moves fo M,, Ioads

the part potr) ofl M,, wails at M., until the pafr pottt has been processed, unloads the

part pott¡,moves fo M), loadsthepart port\oflM,,andmovesbacktoinputbufferl

to end the initial cycle. Then the next part po1,, will enter the cell from input buffer. The

procedure is shown in Figure 3.6.

for
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Machine 3

tl'l --,/
I oL{
trff*

Machine 2

n
)-ffi.-¿u-

\\/<\--

Pick up a parl poçt¡ al I

Move to 
^y'tLoad poçt¡ on nrachine Ày'¡

Move to À./r

lfnecessary rvaits at ¡ìy'r until

PÕ(t) has been Processed

Unload po1¡¡

Move to ily'-ì

Load po¡¡at À41

Wait at Mj until po1¡¡ has

been processed.

[nload p61¡¡

Move to O
Drop po1¡¡ at O

Move back to ly'¡

Ifrrecessarl, waits at ¡y't until

Pd(2) has been Processed

Unload poJry

Move to ¡./?
Load poçt¡ al ltl'>

Move back to /

Machine I

w
t tr.',\'

Figure 3.6 Alternative 5 a robotic cell with three machines



The inten'al time between P"r,¡ and Po(,*t) can be obtained as follou,s:

Tro,,,o,,*rt=t*6+t+6+v,ro,,+s+õ]-€*co1,¡+s+6+Ê+36+lrrrø(/*r) +€+6+e +2õ

= 10ä + 8t+ r4,2o1,¡ * cot,¡) *v)to1,nt¡ (3.2.2.5)

For ì4'ro,,, - the robot moves back to I after loading pot,\ àr M.,, picks up a pafi po(¡,t¡ àr

1, moves ro M,, loads polt*t¡ on M, moves lo M.,, and waits aL Mluntil p,,,, has

been processed if necessary. The interval time of the circle equals å,,,,. The eqLlation is

obtained as follows.

26 + e + 6 + s + I +wror,, = bo(¡)

v,2o(¡\ =n u*þ,åo,,, _ aõ -2c| e.2.2.6)

For r4,ro,,*,,, the robot moves to M., after loadin1 por¡+t) on M,, waits at M, until po,,,

lras been processed if necessary, unloads poli\> moves fo M., loads pot¡tàl M.,wail.s al

Ml until po1,¡ has beenprocessed, unloads po,,l, moves to O, drops pot¡) ãl O, moves

back to M,, and waits at M, until poe+t) has been processed if necessary. The interval

time of the circle equals ao(i+t). The equation is obtained as follows.

$ +w2o1i¡+ s+6 + €+cõ(¡\ + E+ õ + €+36 * Mlor,*,) = eoti+t)

v'to (,*t) = max þ, ao li+t) - c o(i) - wzo(,) - 66 - atl

Tror,ro,,n,r: I 0â + 8e + c o(¡\ **u* þ, åo,,, - aõ - 2e|

* rnur,þ, oo (i+t) - co(i) - 66 '4e - maxþ ,bo(i\ - +A -Ze||

Ts :fTso(¡\o(¡*t)

(3.2.2.7)

(3.2.2.8)
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3.2.3 Alternatives 2 anrJ 6

For Alternative 2- the robot picks up a part pottt ãt input buffer .I, moves ro M,, loads

the par-t Po,,, on M,, waits ar M, until the pafr port has been processed, unloads the

Patl Pot¡, n'ìoves lo M-,, loads the part porr) oh M,, moves back to ir-rput buffer,/, and

ends the initial cycle. Then next part poet enters the cell from input buffer. The

procedure is shown in Figure 3.7.

Machine 2

Machine 3 2

54
Machine I

Pick up a parl polt¡ ar I
Move to iy'¡

Load poç>¡ onrnachine Ày'¡

Move lo M.¡

If necessary rvait at,4y'r until

Pø(l) has been processed

Unload po1¡¡ . nlove to ¡y'.ì

Load po1¡¡ on rrachine ,ly'j

Move to À,/l

lf necessary wait at ,4y'1 urìtil

Po(2) has been Processed

Unload polr¡

Move to ¡1./r

Load poe\ ot1 
^l)

Move lo À/j

lfnecessary rvait at /ìy'i until

Po(l) has beert processed

Unload po1¡¡

Move to output bulfer O

Drop po¡¡ at O

Move back to /

'+
7l

I "¿-rBuffer

\r

+=!-J
Buffer

Figure 3.7 Alternative2 for a robotic cell with three machines

The interval time between P"ri¡ and Por¡*u can be obtained as follows.

Tror,\or,*rr: e r 6 + s + 6 r\,to(,., + € + 6 + € +26 + Mrroli*r¡ + € + õ + € + 6 *v,tot¡) + € +õ + t + 4õ

:8¿' + 126 + u,to1i*t¡ * \,2o(,) * v,3o(¡) (3.2.3.1)

For.'or,*,1, after a pafi poti+t)is loaded on M,, the robot moves fo Mr, waits at M,

until po,,, has been processed if necessary, unloads po(¡), moves fo M3, loads pot,t ofr

M.,moves back fo Mp and waits at Mt until po,,*,, has been processed if necessary.

The interval time of the circle equals ao(i+t). The equation is obtained as follows.
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õ * M'tot,) + e + 6 + e +26* ü,'rø(,+r) : ctot¡*t\

t4,to1i*t¡ = maxþ,ao 1,*r¡ -2€ - 46 - r,ror,ll (3.2.3.2)

FoL u'ro,,,, after apart po,,r is loaded on M), the robotlroves T"o M.. waits at M. until

Pott-t) has been processed if necessary, unloads por¡-t), moves to output buffer O, drops

Po(,-t\ ar O, moves ro I , picks up pot¡+t\ at 1, moves to M,, loads pot¡+t\ on Mt,

moves to M,, and waits af M.t until por¡l has been processed if necessary. Assume the

cycle time iS åor,l, which can be calculated as follows.

S { w3oli-t)+ € + õ + t + 4õ + € + 6 + E + õ I v).^,,, - b-,,,

w2o(¡) = maxþ,åo,,, - 4e _8ä - w,,,,-,,] (3.2.3.3)

For u'.,o,,,, after apart po1,¡ís loaded on M., the robot moves to M* waits ar M, unril

Po(i+t) has been processed if necessary, unloads p6(i+t), moves Io M), loads poli+t\ on

M,, moves to Mr, and waits af M, until p,,,, has beenprocessed if necessar.y. Assume

the cycle time is co,,,, which can be calculated as follows.

)$ * v)1o¡r+t) + € + 6 + e + 6 + u,ror,, = co(¡)

\)3o(¡) = -u*{0,"o,,., -2t - 4õ - r,ro'*rt}

Substitute v,tot,ot\ and v,ror,rinto the expression of Tror,ror,*,r,

T=o,,ro1,n,1 = 8e + 12õ +maxþ,ao1,* ,, -2, - 4õ -maxll,b,r,, - 4e -gõ -r,r",,_,r|I

+*u*{0,å, t,t-4e-8á- *ror,_rr}*r,ror,, (3.2.3.4)
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Where

Mtor,) = maxþ,co1,¡ -2c -4â - maxþ ,ao1r+t) -2e -4á - rnax{0 ,bot,\ - 4e -g6 - rnt",,_,,}}}

(3.2.3.s)

Tt:frTr"(,)ø(i+r)

Because of the recursive expression

The initiaì cycle has to be considered

the first y,to,\.

(3.2.3.6)

for Ì4,..,o,,,, the cycle time 7, is affected by u,.¡o1,¡ .

to obtain Z, . The following describes how to obtain

(3.2.3.7)

Based on the initial step, after the part polr¡ has been loaded, af M,, the robot moves

back to 1, picks up the parl- potzt, moves lo M, loads potzt ofl M,, moves to M.,,and

waits at M., until Polr¡ has been processed if necessary. Assume the cycle time is åo,,,,

26 + t + 6 + c * õ * wzot,t = bo(t)

v,2o(1\:*u*þ, bo<t) - aõ -2t|

If w2o(t\ is obtained, v,to(2\can be got,

v,to(2\ =rnu*þ,o",, , -2" -46 -r,rorr¡l

= maxþ,ao e¡ -2e _ 4õ -rnu*þ,åo,,, - +a _ ze||

So

v,3ott) =-u*þ, co,) - 2e - 46 - r,rorrll

= maxþ, co u, - 2, - 46 -maxþ, ao1:, - 2, - 46 -rnu" þ, áo,,, - 46 - ze]|j çs.z.t.s¡

Once r,r,.o,,, is got, the cycle Time T, can be obtained.
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For Alternative 6, the robot picks up a part pot,¡ àt input buffer ,/, moves Io M,, loads

Polr¡ oIì M, , waits af Mt, unloads po1,¡ fi-om M,- tnoves fo M,, loads po,,ron M,,

waits at M.,,unloads poll from Mr, moves fo M.. loads polr¡ on M., moves back to

1, picks up part poet ãf 1, moves lo M,, Ioads poe\ ofr M,, watts ar M,. unloads

Polz¡ from M'; moves ro M-,, loads porzt ofr M-,, and, moves back to 1. The initial

cycle is finished. The next Pàri poot will enter the cell from input buffer. The procedure

is shown in Figure 3.8.

Machine 2
Pick up a parl poç¡ at t
Move to rìy'¡

Load polr¡ on nrachine iìy'¡

Move to l/3
If rrecessary waits at ¡y'-ì until

p61¡¡ ltas been processed

Unload po1¡¡

Move to O
Drop poç¡ ar. O

Move back to Ày'r

lf necessary waits at i./r until

Pd(2) has been processed

Unload polr¡

Move to ,4,/.i

Load poç>¡ ar À11

Move to Ày'¡

Ifnecessarywaits ar 
^y't 

r¡ntil

Po(3) has been processed

Unload po1r1

Move to Ày'-r

Load po¡¡ at Ãl-t

Move back to /RobotBuffer

Figure 3.8 Alternative 6 for a robotic cell \Ä/ith three machines

The interval tirne between {,,, and Por¡*rl can be obtained as follows.

Tuor,¡or,*r¡=t*õ+€+26+u,3o1,¡+€+õ+Ê+2õ+v,2o1i*t¡+t+6+E+26*v,to(,*r.\+€+6+Ê+26

= 8e + 126 + v,to1,¡ * v,2o1i*t¡ + y,ro1i*2¡ (3.2.3.e)
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For r4'-o,,,, afterapan po,,l iS loaded on M., the robot moves back to M,-wairsaf M,

until po,,=,, has been processed if necessary, unloads pott+t), moves to M,. loads pot¡+t\

ar M), rnoves to 1, picks up a pã'1 pot¡*z) at /. moves to M,, loads pott+2\ on M,,

moves Lo M., and waits af M. until po,,, has been processed if necessary. If interval

tinie of the cycle equals co(¡), the equation can be obtained as follows.

)õ + v'1o1,,r¡ *á+ 3 + e +26 + e+á+ e +26 * v).ot¡) =co(,)

4e + 8õ + v,ro1,*t¡ * \,3o(,\ = c o(¡)

v,3o(¡):.nu"þ,ro,,, -4e _ 8õ -wtot¡+t) l t3.2.3.10)

Fot t"o,,n,,, after a paft po(¡*t) is loaded on M.,, the robot moves back to 1, picks up a

Pãft Por¡*zt at -/, moves 1.o M,, loads pot¡+2) on M,, moves Lo M., waits af. M. until

po1,1 has been processed if necessary, unloads po(¡), moves To O , drops poli¡ àr O ,

moves to Mr, and waits al M. until por,*rl has been processed if necessary. If inter-val

time of the cycle equalsåo1i*r¡, the equation can be obtained as follows.

26 + t + 6 + e +2õ +v,to1i¡ * € + 6 + € +26 +w2o1r+t¡ = bo(¡+t)

4e + 86 * u,ro(,) + v,2o1,*t¡ = bo(¡tt\

Y'2o1i*t¡ = maxþ,åo (i+t\ - 4t- 8â - ,,r"r,l|

=maxþ,åo (¡+t)-4Ê-8â-*u*þ,ro,,, -4t-gá-r1,,,.,,]| (3.2.3.11)

Fot r,'o,,*,,, after apar| pou+2) is loaded on M,, the robot moves to Mr, waits at M.

until po(,) has been processed if necessary, unloads po1,¡,Ínoves to o, drops por,t àt o,

moves to M,, waits at M, until Por¡*rl has been processed if necessary, unloads po(i+t\>



moves fo M1, loads Po(t+t) aI M\. moves fo Mt, and waits ar Mt until 1rõ(/+2, has been

processed if necessary. If interval time of the cycle equals oo,,*rr. the equation can be

obtained as follows.

26 + v,.or,, + € + õ + € +26 + v,2o1,*t¡ + e + õ + s +26 I v,to(,*2) = ctot,*2)

4e + 86 * v'ior,\ * t4,2o(,*,t) + u)to(t*z) = aolr+2¡

vtto(,r2)= maxþ,ao rr+z¡ - 4t- 8â - v,3o(,) - \4,zot,*t¡l

Substitute t4'2ot¡*t), v'3o(¡)into 4o(r)o(r+r)

Tuor,ror,*r, = 8¿ + 126 +u,to1,¡ *M,2or,*t) +u,to1i*2¡

= 8s + 126 +maxþ,co(,) - 4e -86 -u,,or,*rrl

+maxþ,ó, (¡+t)-4€-8â-maxþ,c,r¡l -4s-86 -v,ror,*rrl|*r,,"r,.., (3.2.3.12)

Where

u'to¡i*2y = maxþ, ao (¡+2) - 4€- 8â - ltr-ro,, t - r,ror,*r)I

= max{0,ao (¡+2) - 4€- 8â -maxþ,cor¡t - 4e -86 - u,ror,*.,r1

-*a*{0,ó" (¡+t\-4t-8á-rrrurþ,.o,,, -4e-8á-rr,,",,_,,}} } (3.2.3.13)

t17:Tr
/i'60lt\olr+l\ (3.2.3.14)

Similar to Alternative 2, the computing of wto(¡*2) is also a recursive expression. To

obtainIu, the initial cycle time has to be known andÌ4,ro(3)has to be obtained . t4)¡o11¡ càn

be found as follows.

Based on the initial cycle, v)tolt¡, wzolt¡, and v,rou, can be obtained.

v)lo(l\ = ao(t)
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v'zort¡ = bo,r,

For v/jd(r) - after Polr¡ has been loaded af M., the robot moves bacl< to 1, picks Lrp part

Potz) ãr 1 , moves ro M, , loads po,r¡ on M t. waits ar M, - unloads polz¡ frotn M, .

moves to M-,. loads poe¡ ofr M.,,moves back to /, picks up part poç\àt 1, moves to

Mr,loads polt¡ on M,, moves fo M., and waits ar M. until po,,, has been processed

if necessary. If interval time of the cycle equalS corr), the equation is obtained as follows.

36 + e + 6 + e * ao(2) + € + 6 + € +26 + s + 6 + Ê +2õ *M,tor\ = co(t\

v'io(t\ :maxþ,co(r) - a ol2,t - 6e -1061

If ur.o,,, is obtained,v,2o(2)can be got:

wzotz\= maxþ,ó, et - 4e- 8á - rr"rrl

Substitute v,2otz)and y/jo(r) , Ì1l¡o, j, is:

v,ro(j) : maxþ, ao1r ) - 4s- 8á - ur:o(l) - v,rotr¡j

Once u,,o,.., is obtained, the cycle time To canbe obtained.

(3.2.3.1s)

3.3 Discussion of these sequences of robot moves

Part processing in a robotic cell with two or three machines has been described. In a two-

machine robotic cell, the cycle time of Alternatives I and 2 is simple. In Alternative l,

the cycle is in a constant state as the robot moves. In Alternative2, as the r-obot finishes

loading a parl on Machine 2, the cell is in a stable state. In a three-machine robotic cell,

the cycle time of Alternatives 1,3, 4,and 5 is easily obtained. Alternative I is similarto

that of a robotic cell with two machines. Alternatives 3 and 4 are in a stable state as the
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robot just finishes loading a part on Machine 3. In Alternative 5, the cell is in a stable

state as the robot finislies loading a part on Machine L Therefore. the cycle time is easily

obtained in these four robot moves in a robotic cell witli three machines. However. the

cycle time of I, and d demonstrates that Alternatives 2 and 6 are intractable. To obtain

T, and Q, the initiaì cycle must be considered. The cell may need several cycles to

converge to a stable state. Then 7., and Tu cansettle to stable values.

The expressions of cycle time in a robotic cell with two machines or a robotic cell with

three machines can also be applied to the case for identical part types. In this case, the

nunrber of parts n is 7. The processing time of parts on the same machine is the same. d,

b, and c represent the processing time of a part on M,,M-,, and M.,, respectively.

Therefore, the identical par-t type is a special case of different parl types. Because all parls

are the same type, the problem of scheduling parts vanishes. The objective of scheduling

becomes finding the optimal cycle time based on sequences of robot moves.

In the next chapter, a simulation tool is developed for identical part types in a robotic cell

with two machines or a robotic cell with th¡ee machines. It will provide an easy

understanding tool for the cell to reach a stable state while we are searching for the

optimal solution. The solutions will be compared with those suggested by Sethi [10].
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Chapter 4 Simulation of identical part type problems in robotic cells

with two and three machines

Simulation is a widely used approach in the evaluation of manufacturing systems. Its

applications include: teaching and trainingl29l,product design [30,31], process plamring

132,331, and manufacturing processing [34, 35]. One of the greatest advantages of

simulation is that time can be compressed or expanded in the model. Manufacturing

systems can be better understood with the help of simulation rnodels. Once a model is

developed, it provides an effìcient tool to analyze the effects of various parameters and to

study the implementation of various altematives.

In this Chapter, a simulation tool with visual animation capabilities is developed to

determine the sequences of robot moves that maximize the long-run average ploduction

rate in a lobotic cell with two or three machines. The simulation tool can be used to

design a robotic cell. It can also be used to examine the theoretical methods provided by

Sethi et al [10].

4.1 Program description

The simulation program is written in Java language. Java is an ideal language for Internet

applications. Since the software code is compiled on the Java platform, it can be run on

any computer. There are two different kinds of software codes: applets and applications.

In order that the simulation can be run on Web browsers, an Applet on HTML is created

and embedded into the Web browsers by using the Applet class of Java. The thread

classes are used in the program, which involve using objects to implement a runnable
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interface. The runnabie interface is activated by using the run0 method in order that the

simulation can be paused or stopped at anytime during program execution. In practice,

from a user viewpoint, a process on a local computer must be starled by using either a

Web browser or a Java Applet view tool.

4.1.1 Overall program

The simulation program has a graphic interface. After the prograrn stafis, a graphical user

interface (GUI) appears. This is the initial GUI. Figure 4.1 shows a GUI for a robotic cell

with two machines.

. SE0UENCE oF ROBOT

SelectMschine lT*;ñhË=

sulu'r¡ti.nuti* I Affitu;I-l

Cycle Nunrber l0

,t ....'...., , "':i -''-'
::,, r -.^,-:.1 -.i.^,-.',..,-.'*ìi -:1:':.. -

pick up, load, uload. and drop off

rlmJl!'alì ,,,,19 _''
robot moveìng lime

Time llninl l0
piocessing lime m machine M1

Time almin)

prócessing lime cn m¿chme fl2
Time b[min) l¡--

prccesing tirne on machine M3

f¡rnectmin)' : : lúr:..l.r.:-:-;;

Figure 4.1 A graphical user interface for a robotic cell with two machines

The GUI has two parts: a control panel and a display area. The control panel includes

multiple choices, textfields, and buttons. The multiple choice of "Select Machine" is used

MOVES IN A ROBC)TIC CELL

Sequence of Bobol l'4o,¡es in ¿ Two Machines Êobotic Eell
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to choose the robotic cell envirorulrent with two machilles or the robotic cell environment

with three machines. If a user selects 'three machines', the GUI of a robotic cell with

three machines is displayed. as shown in Figure 4.2.

Seq'rer,ce of Robrt I'lov¿s in s TÌù-ee ilachir,Ês ¡lol,ûtic CÈIl

irjstlffilffilffi

Figure 4.2 A graphical user interface for a robotic cell with three machines

Using these two graphical interfaces, individual sequence of robot moves predefined for a

robotic cell with two machines or th¡ee machines can be simulated in the center of the

display area by selecting the multiple choice of "select Alternative". In the robotic cell

environment with two machines, the multiple choice of "select Alternative" has two

alternatives: 1 and 2. If Alternative I is chosen in "select Alternative", the pattern of

Alternative 1 is shown in the display area. If Altemative 2 is chosen, the pattem of

Alternative 1 will be changed into that of Alternative 2. The two altematives are shown in

Figure 4.3.

Sequence

SelectLl¿chine fTt";Eh-"-l

SelÈct ÀLtÉmalive I Alternatr:'e t ;l

Cycle l{uber

.'.. :,. - ..... .: ' :, i. - . '-.,. :;.' ... '.:. :.:...:- -r. .:,.'.:- . ..r,
¡i ck up, load, urùoed., oû drop off

1rúe u (hrn,J i0
robot noveing tine

. ï¡De o l¡n¡nj l0
processi¡g- tifte ong"hi"u ill _trhe sU¡¡¡, l0
n.::.=r.ty..lr. *.j."¡t". ll3_

t¡he Þln¡nj j0

I : procéEsi\6 liqrq': on ñichiäà:À13.
f rme c tr'rnj l0

of Robot lvlor,'es irr a Floì:otic Cell
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I
'1

l"l 1

1

Alternativel Alternative 2

Figure 4.3 The sequences of robot moves in a robotic cell with two machines

In the GUI of the robotic cell with two machines, the user is allowed to input various time

elements: €,6,a,and b in the "Textfìeld". The cycle number decides how many cycles

the simulation will run. There are two sequences of robot moves, Altematives 1 and 2, in

the robotic cell with two machines. The research objective is to find the one with the

minimal cycle time. After Alternatives 7 and 2 are simulated, the minimal cycle time can

be obtained. For each alternative, the part production begins from the state when the cell

is empty. For Alternative 1, there is no initial step. The cycle time associated with

Alternative 1 can be accumulated until the robot moves back to input buffer' 1 . For

Alternative 2, there is an initial step. The initial step has been introduced in Chapter 3.

After the initial step finishes, the cell is in a steady state. The simulation of the process

begins in that state. The cycle time begins to accumulate until the robot returns to input

buffer 1 . The state at which the system begins to calculate the cycle time is shown in

Figure 4.4.
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Ll ].Ul'lin

['ll Fr'-rc*sring

5

Figure 4.4The states that cycle time begins

In a robotic cell environment with ttuee machines, there are six alteruatives available in

the "Select Alternative". Alternatives 1 through 6 shown in Figure 4.5 respectively, can

be displayed by selecting Alternative 1,2,3,4,5, or 6 in "select Alternative". The

pu{pose of "Select Altemative" is to determine the sequence of robot moves.

In the GUI for the robotic cell with three machines, the user is allowed to input elements

€,6,a, b and c in the "Textfield". The cycle number decides how many cycles the

simulation will run. In the robotic cell with three machines, there are six sequences of

robot moves, Alternatives 1 through 6. For each of them, the production of parts begins

from the state that the cell is empty.

5inrul'¡tion lll,'cle Tinle
5 ir¡ulsti¡ri lì¡,,-:le T inre
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. [.1 ]

:::::::.,

1

r."hl'l

Alternative 2

4 7a=

r*.Tr

Alternative 3
Alternative 4

Alternative 5 Alternative 6

Figure 4.5 The sequences of robot moves in a robotic cell with three machines

For Alternative 1, there is no initial step. For Alternative 2, afr.er the initial step finishes,

the cycle time begins to accumulate until the robot moves back to input bufferl . The cell

state after the initial step fìnishes is shown in Figure 4.6.

Alternative I

l',l3ilì:..Ì.,Y"'re^-- : ..t,,:

-*+-l¡/
lt/

i,wi
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Figure 4.6 The states that cycle time begins for Altematives 1 and 2

For Alternative 3, after the initial step finishes, a part is processed on Machine 3 and the

robot moves back to the input buffer. The cycle time begins to accumulate from this state.

For Alternative 4, after the initial step hnishes, the cycle time begins to accumulate in the

same state. The states are shown in Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7 The states that cycle time begins for Alternatives 3 and 4

lìirnul¡tion [yrle Tini*

Simul¡ti¡n t-l*le T irn'=

Sirnulati¡n [ycle Tirne
Sirirulatien Dycle Tirne
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For Alternative 5, after the initial step finishes. the cell will be in a status witli a pafi on

Machine 2 and the robot at the input buffer. The cycle time begins to caìculate until tìle

robot retulrls to input bufferl. For Alternative 6, after the initial step finishes- the cell

has a part on Machine 2 and another part on Machine 3. Frorn this state. the cycle time

begins to calculate until the robot moves back to input buffer / . They are shown in

Figure 4.8.

ü Lljl"lirr
:,,;:r'ï - ^^

M,?I-L-"--*:::il9 
:

ll 1 UllirL
:;:;.r.r':ìr: .

l|llâ,t:FroceE=ir,¡'
iilttiri.........-.....-. L

" 

'-i' -' 
" -'_.rf. ,

. .r- J... -\ -

tui:1.' - j---- \"':.':: - ¡-:1.

iiri -./
i¿'5l.

Ifi0,4- iffi

Figure 4.8 The states that cycle time begins for Altematives 5 and 6

After the initial step, the cell simulation begins. The user can observe the performance of

the sequence of robot moves as well as the cell state. The simulation cycle time is

displayed in "Simulation Cycle Time" box. The time is accumulated step by step. The

cycle time calculated by using Sethi's method appears on the right side of the display

area. Comparison between simulation cycle time and calculated cycle time can help users

to understand the different approaches.

:li;ì::i,r:Êrr'J1

rl t\

5 inir-¡l¡ti¡rr lìycle T irne Simu1ati øn lìye1e Tinr*
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4.1.2 Description of the simulation program

Java program language is used to write the simulation tool. The following procedr-rre is

used to develop the simulation tool in order to nleet the design objectives. The

programming flow chafi is shown in Figure 4.9.

Figure 4.9 The flow chan of the program

The steps of the program are as follows:

Step 1: after the applet is loaded, the system first executes the following functions: initQ,

initial variables: initFormQ, to initialize the user interface frame; and paintg, to

output the result of the program on screen.

nitial variables: nulnber of machine is 2, Alternative is I

Display initial user interface

lnput number of lrachine

Number of machine 2 or 3 ?

Display a robotic cell with three nrachines

Input cycle numbers, e ,6 ,a,b,andc

Alternative I or2?

splay Aìternative I or 2 simulatio
rocessing and cycle time

isplay Alternative I , 2,3, 4, 5, or
imulation processing and cycle time
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Step 2: collect the chosen number of macliines and "select Alternative" to decide cell

environments and sequence of robot moves.

Step 3: collect data, such as machine processing time, robot moving time, from

'textfìelds'.

Step 4: display simulation process and the result of cycle time calculated by using Sethi's

method and simulation time. Find optimal cycle time from Alternatives 1 and 2

for the robotic cell with two machines or from Alternatives 1 tlrrougli 6 for the

robotic cell with three machines.

In the program, four classes are used: Appletl java, Drawlinejava, Drawmachinejava,

and TfTimeParameter. TfTimeParameter is an internal class of Appletl. It is used to

control the keyboard input. The methods of both Drawmachine and Drawline classes are

used to create the cell layout and the sequence of robot moves for each case, such as

Alternative I in the robotic cell with two machines. Appletl is a main class, in whicli the

program runs by using objects that implement the Runnable interface. The Rupable

interface provides the method of run 0, which can be run by using a thread instant. If a

pause or a stop is required at anytime while the program is running, it will just stop the

thread instant. If the program needs reset as the program pauses, stops, ot'runs, it will just

kill the thread instant. The methods, which are included in the Appletljava class, are

described as follows.

The methods of initQ, initFirm0, initPaint0 are used to create initial interface. init0 is

first called by the browser when the applet is first loaded and the program system is

initialized. It is used to define the initial value of variables. initFormQ initialazes the user

interface frame. initPaint0 defines the display after the applet is first loaded. It is called
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by the method of paint0. After tlie applet is loaded. the system fìrst executes tlle nlethod

of init0, initForm0. and finally paint0. The function of paint0 is used to output the

results of the program on screen. "ltemStateChanged(ltemEvent e)" is used to change

interface and show tlie robotic cell with two macines or tlle three macliines as well as

related alternatves.

The methods of CalOLrt2(Graphics g) and SelectOptimal2(Graphics g) are used to display

the time of Alternatives I or 2 for two machines and to select the sholler calculated cvcle

time frorn Alternatives I and 2, respectively. Displaying Alternatives 1 or 2a.p.nA, on

users' choice. The methods of CalOut3(Graphics g) and SelectOptimal3(Graphics g) are

used to display the time, and to select the shor-test calculated cycle time from Alternatives

1 through 6 for the robotic cell with three machines, respectively.

The functions of Calculate2(Graphics g) is used to calculate the cycle tirne of

Alternatives 1 and 2 for the robotic cell with two machines by using Sethi's method. The

function of Calculate3(graphics g) is used to calculate the cycle time of Alternatives I

through 6 for the robotic cell with three machines by using Sethi's method. In the

function of Calculate2(Graphics g), the cycle time formulated by Sethi [i0] is

Tt:6e+6õ+a+b and Tz=4e+46+max{2e+46,a,b\ In the function of

Calculate3(graphics g), the cycle time proposed by Sethi's I I 0] is :

Tt:2a+a+b+c

Tz : d +max{p,b, B l2+ a, B l2+ c,(a + b + ) l2};

T:, : d +ma*{r,a + a +2õ,a l2+ a +b};To : a +ma*{p + b,a l2 + a + b,ø l2 + b + c\;

Ts = q + max{a,a + c +26,a I 2 + b + c\ ;Tu = a + max{p,a,b,cl ;

Wlrere: a=46+4e and þ=8õ+4e
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In the simulation program, drawRobot(Graphics g, int ang) draws the position of robot in

the cell. robotMove(Graphics g, Graphics gl, int anl. int an2) animates the robot moving

fi'om anglel position to angle2 position. Tlie machines are arranged ili a circle so that the

robot arm can rotate like a clock hand, but in any direction. The process of loading,

unloading, picking up, and dropping off are in-rplemented in the functions of

robotload(Graphics E, Graphics gl), robotUnload(Graphics g, Graphics gl ),

robotPick(Graphics g, Graphics gl), and robotDrop(Graphics g, Graphics gl). The

function of decideParts(Graphics g, Graphics g1) is used to check the status of parts in

the machines. If the color of a parl is green, the part is processing in the machine. If it is

blue, the process has been completed and the part is waiting for unloading. If it is white,

the machine is empty.

The animating processing of each alternative is completed in paint2l(Graphics g,

graphics gi) and paint2}(Graphics g, graphics g1) for the robotic cell witli two machines.

The following functions are used to amimate the robotic cell with three machines:

paint3l(Graphics g, graphics gl), paint32(Graphics g, graphics gl), paint33(Graphics g,

graphics 91), paint34(Graphics g, graphics gl), paint35(Graphics g, graphics gl), and

paint36(Graphics g, graphics g1). All of them have a similar character. In each of these

functions, a cycle number is used to determine how many times the cycle is executed

during the simulation. After the cycle number is reached, the program terminates and the

simulated cycle time is displayed. The simulated time is obtained by using simulation

techniques. In fact, the simulation technique is relatively simple and easy. It is used to

simulate each step of robot moves and to accumulate the simulated cycle time by adding

the time of each step up.
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The function acl.ionPerformed ( ActionEvent e) is used to run the proglam. When button

events happen on the interface, the system automaticalìy executes tlie plograrn. The input

data is collected. Thread instant is started. Once the thread instant is started. the rung is

called. Based on the chosen alternative, the corresponding animating process will be run.

During the animating process of an alternative, the button events of stop and pause can

also be accepted. Both buttons can kill the Thread instant to stop or pause the prograrn.

The button of reset is used to reset the pr-ogram.

4.2. Examples and analysis of results

The following examples are used to illustrate the simulation approach. The examples

involve a robotic cell with two machines and a robotic cell with three machines. Tables

4.7 and 4.4 show the input data for the robotic cells with two and three machines,

respectively. Based on the input data, the solution of the simulation cycle tirne and the

calculated cycle time for both cells can be obtained. The calculated and the sirnulated

cycle time for the robotic cell with two machines are shown in Tables 4.2 and 4.3,

respectively. The calculated and the simulated cycle time for the robotic cell with three

machines are shown in Tables 4.5 and 4.6, respectively. By comparing the sirnulated and

the calculated cycle time, the sequence of robot moves and the optimal cycle time can be

decided.

4.2.1Examinations of the robotic cell with two machines program

The performance of the simulation for the robotic cell with two machines based on given

robot sequences of Alternatives 1 and2 is tested. The input dataare given in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1 : I

Based on the eight groups of testing data, the cycle time of I and I, is obtained, as

shown in Tables 4-2 and 4.3. Table 4.2 shows the calculated cycle time by using Sethi,s

method. Table 4.3 shows the simulated cycle time. c, represents the first cycle. c,

represents the second cycle.

Table 4.2 Calculated he robo ll

Table 4.3 Simulated let f the boti cell

The results show that the simulated cycle time has the same values as theoretical

solutions calculated by using Sethi's method. They also illustrate that the robotic cell is in

a steady state after the initial step has been fìnished. The simulation tool provides an easy

robo itlcell

ith

c +.1 : ilrpur oara or rne robotrc cell wrt.h two niachines (tinre unit: minu CS

Testing
I 2 J 4 5 6 7 8

The picking up. loading. unloading, and

dropping off time: e 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.1 0.5 0.5 1.0 0.3

The robot moving time: á 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.4

The processing time of machine l: a l3 8 7 12 17 5 t5 4

The processing time of machine 2: å 6 9 t5 5 5 16 12 10

culareo cycle ttme oï the robotlc cell with two machines me unlt: mlnutes
Tl 20.8 20 25.6 19.4 26.2 25.2 35.4 18.2

7., 14.2 11 17.4 r 3.6 19.8 18.8 20.6 12.8

urareo cycle trme oI the robotrc cell with two machines (time unit: minutes

T,

cl 20.8 20 25.6 19.4 26.2 25.2 3s.4 18.2

L) 20.8 20 25.6 19.4 26.2 25.2 35.4 18.2

T2

cl 14.2 lt 17.4 13.6 19.8 18.8 20.6 12.8

c-) 14.2 l1 17.4 13.6 19.8 18.8 20.6 12.8
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procedure to obtain the optimal cycle time and consequently the best sequence of robot

movelnent. It is an efficient tool to show users how the pafts are processed in a robotic

cell with two nrachines.

4.2.2 Examinations of the robotic ceil with three machines program

Eight groups of input data were used, see Table 4.4. Based on these input data. the cycìe

time for Alternatives I through 6 can be obtained.

Table 4.4 Input data of the robotic cell

Table 4.5 Calculated cycle time of the robotic cell with

aDre +.+ rnpul oala or tne robotlc cell wtth three machines (time unit: minutes)
Testing I 2 J 4 5 6 7 8

The picking up, loading, unloading,

and dropping time: a 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.s 0.6 1.0

The robot moving time: â 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.4

The processing time of machine l: a 12 10 5 10 t0 5 5 t4
The processing time of machine 2: ó 7 7 4 5 5 14 12 t5
The processing time of machine 3: c 9 4 t0 12 4 4 t4 10

cula rme oï rne robottc cell wlth three machines(tin e unlt: m nutes
Testing I 2 1J 4 5 6 7 8

Tl 31.2 2s.0 21.4 30.2 24.6 28.6 39.0 50.2

T2 15.6 13.6 12.2 15.1 14.6 16.8 20.8 25.1

T. 21.4 20 tt.2 17.4 19.2 23.2 ¿J 37.4

To 21.4 20 15.8 19.4 19.2 23.2 JZ a- A
J l.+

Ts 18.4 t4 1s.8 19.4 13.2 22.2 JZ 33.4

T6 13.6 t2 t1.2 13.6 t2.8 16.8 r8 20.6
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Table 4.6 Simulated f the bocre rtme oï the robotlc cell wìt l'ee mac rnes (t me unrt: lnutes
Testing I 2 J 4 5 6 7 8

Tl

cl 31.2 25.0 21.4 30.2 24.6 28.6 39.0 50.2

c) Jl.l 25.0 21.4 30.2 24.6 28.6 39.0 s0.2

c" 31.2 2s.0 21.4 30.2 24.6 28.6 39.0 50.2

LJ 31.2 25.0 21.4 30.2 24.6 28.6 39.0 50.2

T2

cl 13.6 1,8.6 t4.6 20.8',, ,,3'0.,6

c) 13.6 14.6

L. t3.6 14.6

c4 13.6 14.6

T3

cl 21.4 20 11.2 17.4 19.2 I 23.2 23 37.4

L1 21.4 20 11.2 17.4 19.2 23.2 23 37.4

c\ 21.4 20 11.2 17.4 t9.2 23.2 I Z: 37.4

L¡ 21.4 20 11.2 17.4 19.2 23.2 23 37.4

T4

Ll 21.4 20 15.8 19.4 19.2 23.2 32 37.4

L1 21.4 20 15.8 19.4 19.2 23.2 J¿ 37.4

L" 21.4 20 r 5.8 19.4 19.2 23.2 32 37.4

L4 21.4 20 15.8 19.4 19.2 23.2 32 37.4

Ts

Ll 18.4 t4 15.8 19.4 13.2 22.2 32 33.4

La 18.4 l4 15.8 19.4 13.2 22.2 32 JJ.¿+

c. 18.4 14 15.8 19.4 13.2 22.2 32 JJ.+

L, 18.4 t4 15.8 19.4 13.2 22.2 JZ 33.4

T6

cl 13.6 t2 1 1.6 12.8 16.8 20.6

c., 13.6 12 tttffi I 1.6 12.8 16.8 20.6

c. 13.6 12 I 1.6 12.8 16.8 20.6

L4 13.6 l2 {$ 11.6 12.8 16.8 20.6
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Based on the eight groups of input data, the cycle time ofl-,. 7,. Tj, Tt. | . and ru can

be obtained. Table 4.5 shows the result obtained by using the tlreoretical solution

discussed by Sethi's. Table 4.6 shows tlie result of simulation. In Table 4.6, c,.i:1,2,3,

4 represents the cycle number.

Based on the results, tlie cycle time of Alternatives l, 3, 4. and 5 is in a steady state after

the initial step has fìnished. They have the same value as the cycle time calculated by

using Sethi's method. For some cases of Alternatives 2 and 6, after the initial step has

been finished, however, the cycle time varies. The value of cycle time can ¡each a steady

state after several cycles. Sometimes, two cycles are necessary to reach the steady state.

Once the cycle time is in a steady state, the cycle time can be obtained.

In some cases of Alternatives 2 and 6, the cycle time can reach a steady state after two

cycles. The cycle time is different from that obtained by using Sethi's method. This is

because Sethi's method was established on the hypothesis that the robotic cell is in a

steady state. According to the solution provided by the simulation, the average time of

two cycles equals the cycle time calculated by using Sethi's method. Therefore, the

simulation tool proves Sethi's hypothesis. The simulations of Alternatives 2 and 6 are a

bit more complex compared to the other four cases, because of the recursive expressions

of waiting time, which has been described in Chapter 3.

4.3 Conclusions of the chapter

A computer program as a simulation tool for the robotic cell has been developed. This

simulation tool has been used to implement the theoretical solutions discussed by Sethi,

and to find optimal cycle time for a robotic cell with two or three machines. Previous
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research reported by Sethi [8] assumed that the cell was in a steady state. However. the

author did not mention how the cell reached a steady state, and also did not consider the

fact tliat several cycles are needed before the robot movement of Altenlatives 2 and 6 in a

robotic cell with three machines can attain a steady state.

The simulation tool can be employed to illustrate the plocedure of part processing i¡ a

robotic cell with two or three machines. In fact, the production of parts begins from the

state that the cell is empty and the robot is at tlie input buffer ready to pick up a par1. By

simulating the procedure of paft processing, it was observed that all the results of

processes are in a steady state in the robotic cells with two or tluee machines. The steady

state is that the waiting time of robot for each part on each machine is the same.

In the robotic cell with two machines, there are two robot movement cycles. After the

initial step has finished, the robotic cell is in a steady state. In the robotic cell with th¡ee

machines, there are six robot movement cycles. For the robot movement cycles of

Altematives 1, 3, 4, and 5, after the initial step has finished, the robotic cell is in a steady

state. For Alternatives 2 and 6, however, several cycles are required to reach a steady

state.

The simulation tool has proved to be fast and reliable for simulating robotic cells with

two or three machines. It is an assistant tool To analyze the part processing in a robotic

cell. It allows users to test different hypotheses. It gives users opportunities to practice

using their knowledge. By using the simulation tool, the optimal cycle time of robotic

cells can be obtained.
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Chapter 5 Scheduling different part types in robotic cells with two and

three machines

Identical part type problems in a robotic cell witli two and thlee machines have been

studied in Chapter 4. A simulation tool has been developed to solve the problerns. In tliis

chapter, scheduling different part types for a specific sequence of robot moves in a

robotic cell with two or three machines is considered. The production process of a

number of MPS (minimum part set) has been described in Chapter' 3. Analytical

expressions for optimal cycle time as well as the part sequence were obtained. Therefore,

if the part sequence of an MPS is known, the cycle time of the particular sequence of

robot moves in a robotic cell with two or three machines can be obtained. To use theses

analyical expressions, we need to know the optimal MPS pafi sequence, which is a

scheduling problem.

For the particular sequence of robot moves in a robotic cell with two or tll'ee machines,

optimal scheduling of different part types belongs to combinatorial optimization, which is

NP-hard. Some of the problems can be interpreted as the total distance of the traveling

salesman problem (TSP), while the others are very difficult to be interpreted as TSP.

Genetic algorithms utilizing randomization as well as direct smart search to seek the

global optimum, are more suitable for the problerns.

5.1 Outline of Genetic Algorithms

Genetic algorithms are a result of observing the principle of natural genetics and the

theory of evolution. The genetic operations mimic the hereditary process of genes, i.e.,
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creating new offspring from each generation. The evolution operation mimics the process

of Darwinian evolution to create population from generation to generation. Genetic

algorithms are different from conventional search techniques. and are stochastic search

techniques based on the mechanism of natural selection and natural genetics. They start

with an initial set of random solutions called initial population. The population consists of

individuals. Each individual in the population is called a chromosome, which represents a

solution to the problem. A chromosome is a string of symbols.

After the initial population is established, the chromosomes begin to evolve from one

generation to another generation. In general, the population size is conveniently kept

constant in each generation. During the process of evolving generation after generation,

the chromosomes are evaluated by using some measures of fitness. Some better

chromosomes, which are called parents, are selected to generate new chromosomes,

which are called children or offspring. The new chromosomes are formed by using a

crossover or mutation operator. After the new ch¡omosomes are generated, the population

consist of previous chromosomes and new chromosomes. To keep population size, only

the better chromosomes are selected and the worse chromosomes are allowed to die.

By this way, a new generation is created. The chromosomes of new generation consist of

surviving chromosomes of the previous generation and some new chromosomes created

by the previous generation. It is clear that the new generation is stronger than the old one.

The new generation is used to produce its next generation. After several generations, the

algorithms converge.to the best chromosome, which results in the optimal solution to the

problem.
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5.2 The Implementation of Genetic Algorithms

In order to find the optirnal cycle time and parl schedule for any giver.r sequence of the

robot moves in a robotic cell with two or three machines, the genetic algor-ithni should be

designed in accordance with the problem. The genetic algorithm consists of encoding

scheme, initial population, fitness evaluation function, parent selection. genetic operator-s,

and evolution stlategy, whicli are illustrated as follows.

5.2.1 Encoding scheme

Encoding scheme is used to encode a solution of the problem into a chromosome. Each

chromosome should represent a part schedule. Each gene in a chromosome represents a

paft- Encoding scheme is key for genetic algorithm to solve the problem. Because the

paft schedule of a robotic cell belongs to a permutation schedule problem, the

permutation of parts in an input buffer is designed to represent chromosomes for the

problem. Each chromosome is unique. Figure 5.1 shows a chromosome with eight parts.

Figure 5. I The representation of a cll-omosome

The part schedule in Figure 5.1 will be Part 1, Part 5, Part 3, Parl 4,Parr2,Parf 6,Part-7,

and Part 8. Therefore, if there are n parts to produce in a robotic cell with two machines

or three machines, each gene in a chromosome represents a part between 1 and n.

I 5 1J 4 2 6 7 8
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5.2.2 lnitial po pu lation

Initial population is a group of individuals or cluomosomes. After the initiaì population

size and the chromosome representation are defìned. the initial population is generated

randornly. Each individual of the initial population is a parl schedule. To use genetic

algorithm, generating the initial population is the first step towards the parl-scheduling

solution for a robotic cell with two machines or three machines.

5.2.3 Fitness evaluation function

Fitness evaluation function is used to measure the fitness value of a particular individual.

By evaluating each individual of a population, the htness value of shofter cycle time can

be obtained. For the part-scheduling problem of a robotic cell with two machines or three

machines, the inverse of cycle time of each altemative is used to determine the fitness for

each individual, respectively. The fitness evaluation function can be designed as follows:

eval(individual) :1 lT ; I is the cycle time of an alternative. (-s. I )

5.2.4Parent selection

Parent selection is an important operation in genetic algorithms because better parents

can produce better children. In this work, a roulette wheel approach is used to select

parent individuals from the population to perform genetic operators. The approach is

stochastic. Each individual occupies a 'slice of a pie'. A random number is generated. If

the number is between the cumulative probabilities of qo and q o*,, the individual È is

selected. In this way, the strongest individual with the highest probability is selected by
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spinning the roulette wheel. The roulette wheel approach includes tlie following steps

[13]

(1). Calculate each fitness value for eacli individual.

eval(individual r). k :7,2,.., pop _size (S.Z)

(2). Calculate the total fitness for the population

liop _.\¡:t

F - leval(individualo) (S.:)
k=t

(3). Calculate selection probability pr for each individual.

eval ( indivi dual , \L, k :1,2,..., pop _sizeu*- p

(4). Calculate cumulative probability q o for each individual.

k

Qo =1P,, k =7,2,'.., pop 
-size

Where fr is the number of individuals in the population.

(s.4)

(s.s)

5.2.5 Genetic operators

The genetic operators, which are used to yield children in each generation, consist of

crossover and mutation. In this work, two genetic operators are introduced to deal with

the sequence of robot moves for different part types in robotic cell with two or three

machines. They are one point cut crossover and arbitrary two parts exchange mutation

[36].

5.2.5.1 One point cut crossover

Crossover is the main genetic operator. Two parents are selected each time and generate
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one child by combining both chromosomes' featnres. There are several types of

crossover, such as one-point crossover and two-point crossover. A simple way to achieve

crossover is one point cut crossover, which is shown in Figure 5.2.

Parent I

child

Paren|2

Figure 5.2 One point cut crossover

Figure 5.2 shows that one cut point is randomly generated. Parent I is divided into two

parts by the cut point. The child inherits the left parl of Parent L The other parts of the

child come from ParenL2,in the same order as that of Parent 2.

5.2.5.2 Mutation-Arbitrary two parts exchange

Mutation, which is performed by random changing gene positions within a chromosome,

is the other operator that is used to explore for the best chromosomes. Mutation can cause

small changes in the population, to prevent local convergence. There are several types of

mutation operators. In this work, arbitrary two paÍs exchange mutation [36] is designed

to perform the mutation operation, as illustrated in Figure 5.3.

Two randomly selected parts in the parent of Figure 5.3 exchange their positions to

generate a child.
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2 3, 4 5 6 7 8

X
2 l|$ 4 5 6 7 I

Parent

chiìd

Figure 5.3 Arbitrary two parts exchange mutation

5.2.6 Evolution Strategy

Evolution strategy is used to select chromosomes with higher fitness characteristics and

to eliminate the weaker chromosomes. For the genetic algorithms, after genetic

operations, the total population increases due to the newly created children. To keep the

population size constant, a new population and children for the next generation is selected

from the old population, based on evolution strategy. After selection, the new population

containing only the best or the better individuals, is better than the old one. In this way,

the population becomes better and better from generation to generation. The optimal

solutions are obtained after several generations.

5.3 Overall algorithm

A genetic algorithm is conducted by combining one point cut crossover and arbitrary

parts exchange mutation. It is described as follows:

Input: the number of parts; the robot travel time; pickup, loading, unloading, and

dropping time; the processing time of each part on Machines I and 2; population size;

and the probability of crossover and mutation.

Output: cycle time and part schedule.
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Beginning:

Step 1: Randomly generate the initial population.

Step 2: If the final criterion is not satisfied, go to Step 3. Otherwise outpnt the result.

Step 3: Generate a random number.

Step 4: If the number satisfies the probability of crossover, two parents are selected fi'om

the initial population by the roulette wheel approach in order to generate one child.

Otherwise one parent is selected from initial population by the roulette wheel approach in

order to generate one child.

Step 5: If the number of children is not satisfied, go back to Step 3. Otherwise go to Step

6.

Step 6: Use fitness function to select the best population size and individuals from the

initial population and the children.

Step 7: Go back to Step 2.

5.4 The GA program

Java language is used to write the genetic algorithm program. Two programs are designed

to camy out genetic algorithms for the part sequences of robotic cells with two and three

machines respectively. A graphic window allows inputting the size of population, the size

of children, the probability of mutation, generation, the number of parts, pickup, loading,

unloading, dropping time, and the robot moving time. The part sequences and cycle time

are displayed on the window. The converging process of each altemative is output to a

text file. Figures 5.4 and 5.5 show the operation windows for different part types in

robotic cells with two and three machines respectively. The programs based on genetic
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algorithm provide several functions to create initial population. to evaluate fitness. to

select pal'ent, to perform ger-retic operations, and to select new population.
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Figure 5.4 A graphical user interface for different pafi types in a robotic cell with two machines
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Two text files are used to input palt processing time for cells with two and three

machines respectively. For the robotic cell with two machines, the part processing time

input is the processing time of different parts on Machines 1 and 2. For the robotic cell

with three machines, the part processing time input is the processing time of differ-ent

pafts on Machines 7,2,and 3. The solution of alternative2for the robotic cell with two

machines is output roT22 text file and the part sequence is displayed in the window. For

the robotic cell with three machines, the solutions of alternatives 2 through 6 are output to

T32, T33, T34, T35, and T36, respectively. Both programs use similar programming

processes. Therefore, only the program design of the robotic cell with three machines is

introduced here. The program flow chart is shown in Figure 5.6.

As shown in Figure 5.6, after the program has been loaded and all data has been input,

the program waits for an action event. The action event function is

ActionPerformed(ActionEvent e ). The function of ActionPerformed (ActionEvent e)

calls the ftrnction of altemative i (Graphics gl), i=1,2,3.4.5; and 6 according to the

buttons selected. The cycle time of alternative 1 is not affected by part sequence (see

Chapter 3). Therefore, the cycle time can be calculated with a polynomial time. However,

the cycle time of alternatives 2 through 6 is affected by part sequence. The genetic

algorithm is applied to alternatives 2 through 6. The following functions are designed to

write the program.
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Initial variables and interface

Display initial user interface

Input population size, children size, rnutation
probabiliry, generation, parts nurnber, e and 6

Read data of processing time for each part on each
r'¡lachine from input text file

Alternative I ?

Crossover
Mutation

No

Yes

Generate initial population

Write fitness value to each text file after fitness
evaluation

Final criterion
satisfied?

Mutation or
Crossover?

Two parent selected by using the
roulette wheel anproach

One parent selected by using the roulette
wheel approach

Children size

satisfied?

Generate new population

Display paft sequences and
cvcle time on disolav area

Calculate Tl and display the
cycle time on the display area

Figure 5.6 The flow chart of the program
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5.4.1 Initial population function

Initial population function is indicated by int [][] RepRandom0. The value returned is an

integer multi-dimensional anay. Each row of the multi-dimensional array represents a

chromosome. The length of chromosome is the number of par1s. The number of rows is

population size. The method of a random generator is used to create numbers randomly.

The range of the number is between 0 and 1. For example, if the number of parts is five,

the àiray or a .o* may be {0.5,0.9,0.2,0.r,0.8}and the order is lt.z,3,+,5}. Bubble sort

method is used to sort the arïay in descending order. The aftay will become

{0.9,0.a,0.s,0.2,0.1,0.8} . The corresponding part seQùence is {2,5,1,3,4\. This is the

chromosome of initial population. In this way, the initial population is generated.

5.4.2 Objective function

Th¡ee-M-Path i (int[][] chromosome), i =2,3, 4, 5, and 6, are the objective functions for

alternatives 2 through 6 respectively. The parameters of the function are a multi-

dimensional array of chromosomes. Given part sequences (cllomosomes), their cycle

time can be calculated. For alternatives 3, 4, and 5, the cycle time is easy to obtain using

the formulations presented in Chapter 3, because the robotic cell is in a steady condition

after the initial step. For alternatives 2 and 6, the robotic cell cannot reach a steady state

after the initial step. But a steady state can be reached aftel several cycles of robot moves,

which has been proved in Chapter 4. The steady state was analyzed by Hall et al [37]. For

alternative 2, if the number of parts is even, a single MPS defines a steady state.

Otherwise, two MPS may be required. For alternative 6, a single MPS is needed to define
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a steady state. The results of Hall et al [37] are used to program Three_M_Path2(int[]ll

chromosome) and Three M_Path6(int[][] chromosome).

5.4.3 Selection function

Function selectioni (int select number), i =2,3, 4, 5, and 6. is used to select parents to

prepare the operation of crossover or mutation for alternatives 2 thlough 6 respectively. A

roulette úheel aþproach is used for the selection. The select numbef is used io decidé

parent number. Only one parent is needed for mutation, while fwo parents are required

for crossover.

5.4.4 Crossover function

Crossover function is crossover(int[] parentl, int[] parent2). The pararneters of the

crossover function are two parents, an array of Parent 1 and an arÍay of Parent 2. The

value of return is an array of child. The method of random0 generates a random number

between 0 and l. The number of a cut point equals the integer of parts number times the

random number. The array of Parent I is separated into two parts by the cut-point

number. The left of the aruay of Parent 1 is copied to the left of the child anay. The right

of the aruay of the child comes from Parent 2.

5.4.5 Mutation function

Mutation function is mutation (int[] mutationChromosome). The parameter of the

mutations function is an array of mutationChromosome. The value of return is an aray of

mutationChromosome. The method of random$ generates two random numbers between
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0 and 1. Two numbers of Points 1 and 2 equal the tu¡o random nudrbers tirr-res parls

numbers respectively. The two parts at Points I and 2 in the array ate exchanged. The

aray of mutationChromsome is obtained. The value of return is the array of a chilcl.

5.4.6 Selecting new population function

The newpopulation¡(intl][] parent,int[][] children), i=2,3, 4, 5, and 6. is used to

conduct in the selection of new population for alternatives 2 through 6 respectively. The

parameters of selecting new population function are the multi-dimensional an'ays of old

population and of children. The value of return is a multi-dimensional array of the new

population. In the function, a multi-dimensional array of total population is used to copy

old population and children. Each chlomosome of total population is evaluated using

fitness function. According to the value of the evaluation, all the chromosomes are

arranged from high fitness to low fitness. The multi-dimensional array of new population,

whose size equals that of initial population, consists of selected chromosomes with higher

fitness.

5.5 Testing of the GA program

In this section, a simple method is used to test the GA program for a robotic cell with two

or three machines respectively. The method assumes that ten identical parts are processed

in a robotic cell. Due to the same processing time of these parts on the same machine,

different paft sequences for each alternative have the same cycle time. The cycle time can

be obtained by using GA program. For identical pafts, one-paÍ cycle time can be

obtained by using the simulation tool. If the cycle time obtained by using GA proglam
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equals teíì tilres as long as the cycle time obtained by using simulation tool. the GA

program is verified. In the robotic cell with two macliines. the input data ale given in

Table 5.1 .

Tabìe 5.1 Input testing data for a robotic cell with two rnachines (time unit: minutes)

The picking up, loading,
unloading, and dropping
off time: e

The robot
moving
time: á

The processing
time of machine
1:a

Tlie processing
ime of machine
,.: b

0.4 0.2 7 15

Based on these input data, the cycle time for alternatives 1 and 2 by using the simulation

tool is 25.6 and 17.4 minutes respectively. The cycle time for alternatives I and 2by

using GA program is 256 and 174 minutes respectively. The cycle time of alternative 2 is

show in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7 The cycle time obtained by using GA program for a robotic cell with two machines
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In the robotic cell with three machines, the input testing data ale given in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2 Input testing data for a robotic cell with tluee machines (tirne unit: rninutes)

According to the input fest clata for a robotic cel! with three machines. the c},cle time of

alternative I through 6 obtained by using the simulation tool are 24.6, 14.6, 19.2, 79.2,

13.2,and 12.8 minutes, respectively. The cycle time for alternative I obtained by using

GA program is 246 minutes. The cycle time for alternative 2 through 6 is shown in

Figure 5.8

The results show that the cycle time obtained by using GA program is ten times as long

as that obtained by using the simulation method. It proves that the cycle tirne of a number

of identical parts obtained by using GA program is cor¡ect.

The picking up,
loading, unloading.
and dropping off
time: ¿

Tlie robot
morring
time: á

The processing
time of machine
7'. ct

The processing
time of machine
2:b

The plocessing
time of machine
3:c

1r- J v.¿ t0 5 4
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Figure 5.8 The cycle time obtained by using GA program for a ïobotic cell witli ttuee machines
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5.6 Experirnents and results

The genetic algorithm is programmed with .lava language. Two examples are designed to

illustrate the part-scheduling problems. One is for a robotic cell with two lnachines. The

other is for a robotic cell with three machines.

5.6.1 Different part types scheduling in the robotic cell with two machines

For the robotic cell with two machines, an example with ten parts is presented. The

minimal production ratio (MPR)[5] is r:(,i,r2,r3,ï4,r.5,rn6,\,¡,s) = ( 1,2,7, 1, 1, 2,1,l) .

Robot travel time á is 0.3 minutes. Pickup, loading, unloading, and dropping tirne e is

0.2 minutes. The processing time on Machines 1 and2 is given in Table 5.3.

Table 5.3 The part number, type and processing time for a robotic cell with two machines

Part number 1

Part Type Pl

Ml (min) 5.0

M2 (min) 3.0

23

P2 P2

3J 3.0

4.5 4.5

456

P3 P4 P5

4ß 4.5 45

3.0 5.0 3.0

78

P6 P6

6.0 6^0

4.0 4.0

2.0 4.0

3.s 6.0

910

P7 P8

The objective is to find the optimal solution of part schedule for alternatives 1 and2.By

comparing alternatives I and2, the optimal cycle time can be obtained.

For alternati'u'e 1, it is clear that any part schedule at input buffer does not affect cycle

time Tr (see Section 3.1.1 of Chapter 3). Cycle time T¡ depends one ,6, as well as

processing time on each machine for each parl. T¡ is independent of par-t schedule at input

buffer. Cycle time T¡ is 90.75 minutes for this example.
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For alternatir¡e ? - four sets of operatiorr rates are used. They are [crossover,

mutationl:[0.2. 0.8], [0.4, 0.6]. [0.6, 0.4]. and 10.8. 0.21, respectively. Based on rhe four

groups of operation rates and the population size of 10 individuals. the change of cycle

time fi'om generation to generation is shown in Figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.9 The converging process of alternative2 for a robotic cell with two machines

Figure 5.9 shows that cycle time is different for different operation rates. This means that

cycle time is affected by part schedule. For different sets of opelation rates, cycle time

converges to the same value afler 45 generations. The four sets of operation rates are used

to prevent local optimization. The final solution is globally optirnum because the cycle

time of the different sets of operation rates converges on the same value.

The optirnal cycle time of alternatives I and 2 is 90.75 and 63.0 minutes respectively.

Therefore, the optimal sequence is alternative 2.

Alternative 2 is tested with crossover 0.5 and mutation 0.5. The converging process is

shown in Figure 5.10. The part-processing sequence obtained is shown in Figure 5.11.

Each row on the left side of the vertical line in Figure 5.11 represents a part-processing
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sequence. Each row on the right side of the line replesents the cycle tirle of each

schedule. All the optimal cycle time is 63.0 minutes while the part-processit-tg seqltences

al'e not the same. There are several solutions for parl schedule, and eaclr sequence

satisfies the optimal cycle time.
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Figure 5.11 Optimal part sequence and cycle
time of alternative 2 for a lobotic cell with

two machines
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5.6.2 Different part fypes scheduling in the robotic cell with three machines

An example with ten parts is used to illustrate the part schedule problem in the robotic

cell with three machines. The minimal production ratio is the same as that used in the

robotic cell with two machines. Assume robot travel timeá is 0.3 minutes, and pickup,

loading, unloading, and dropping time s is 0.2 minutes. The processing time on

Machines 7,2, and 3 is listed in Table 5.4.

For alternative 1, it is similar to the case in a robotic cell with two machines (see Section

3.2.1 of Chapter 3). The cycle time T¡ depends on á, á, as well as processing time of

each part on each machine. T¡ is independent of part schedule at input buffer. Cycle time

T t is 241 minutes.
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Table5.4The part number, type and processing time for a robotic cell with three macl'lines

Part number I

Part type Pl

Mt (r*ù 6.0

M2 (min) 3.0

M3 (min) 5.0

45

P3 P4

67

P5 P6

I 9 r0

P6 P7 P8

s^0 9.0 65

3.s 6.s 6.0

r 3.0 14.0 I I .0

¿)

P2 P2

4.0 4.0

5.0 5.0

4.0 4.0

5.0 7.0

4.0 6.0

8.0 9.0

9.0 8.0

5.0 3.s

6.0 13.0

For alternatives 2 through 6, four sets of operation rates, which are fcrossover.

mutationl:[0.2,0.8], [0.4,0.6], [0.6,0.4], and [0.8, 0.2f,are used to obtain rhe oprimal

cycle time for each alternative respectively. By comparing each alternative, includirig

alternative 1, the optimal cycle time of the robotic cell with tlu'ee machines can be

obtained. Based on the four groups of operation rates and the population size of 10

individuals, the converging processes of the cycle time of alternatives 2 thlough 6 are

shown in Figures 5.12 through 5.16 respectively.
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Figure 5.13 The converging process of alternative 3 for a robotic cell with three machines

Figure 5.14 The converging process of alternative 4 for a robotic cell with three machines
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Figure 5.1 5 The converging process of alternative 5 for a robotic cell with three machines
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Figure 5. I 6 The converging process of altemative 6 for a robotic cell with three machines

Figures 5.12 through 5.16 display the results of each alternative with a random start of

part sequence. The cycle time of four groups of operation rates converges on the same

value, but on respective values for alternatives 2 through 6. Therefore, the cycle time of

alternatives 2 tll'ough 6 can be obtained easily in these graphs. The cycle time of

alternatives I through 6 is24l, 125.6, 144, 165.5,774, and 107 minutes, respectively.

Alternative 6 with the shortest cycle time is therefore, the optimal sequence.
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Alternative 6 is tested with crossover 0.5 and mutation 0.5. The converging process is

shown in Figures 5.17. The parl schedule and the optimal cycle time are obtained. The

optirnal cycle time is 107 minutes. There are several solutions for part schedule. and each

sequence satisfies the optirnal cycle time.
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Figure 5.17 The optimal part sequences and cycle time for a robotic cell with three machines

It is clear that the optimal cycle time and robot moving sequence have been obtained by

using GA for different part types scheduling in robotic cells witli two and ttu'ee rnachines.

Computational results indicate that the GA approach developed is feasible for the

scheduling problems of different parts in robotic cells with two or th¡ee machines.
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Chapter 6 Conclusions and Future wonk

In this work, the problems of identical and different part type in robotic cells with two

and three machines have been investigated. The objective was to find the optirnal cycle

time for the robotic cells. For identical parts, where in all parts are of the same type, the

sequence of part input vanishes. Therefore, cycle time depends only on robot move

sequences in the robotic cells. For different part types, different sequences of palt input

may result in different cycle times, since all the parls require separate processing time.

Consequently, both robot moving sequences and part sequences must be considered for'

optimal cycle time.

The production processes of parts in robotic cells with two and three machines are

described in Chapter 3. A number of MPS repeatedly produced in the robotic cells is

considered. The production of parts begins from the state that the cell is empty and the

robot is at input buffer ready to pick up a part. A mathematical model is presented to

describe the characteristics of a robotic cell with two or three machines. These

formulations are used for both identical and different part types.

For identical parts in a robotic cell with two or three machines, a simulation tool has been

developed. All results of tests ale obtained through the programmed graphical windows,

where input data and the optimal cycle time are displayed. For the same input data, the

robot moving sequence decides the optimal cycle time. The Web-based simulation tool

we developed is helpful in understanding the basic concept of product processing in a

robotic cell. It lets users easily comprehend the process of part manufacture in a robotic

cell. It also allows users to do different tests and to analyze the parl process in a robotic
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cell. By using the simulation tool. the optimal cycle tirne has been obtained. This

simulation tool had been used in Dr. Peng's course (25.485-Computer Integrated

Manufacturing and Automation) for two years. Students have used this tool in FMS study

and assessment. It is efficient and practical.

For different parts in a robotic cell with two or three machines, the repetitive

manufacturing process of an MPS was considered. The different parts belong to a parl

family. The objective is to minimize cycle time, by determining the sequence of parts and

robot moves. An approach of genetic algorithm is proposed with a detailed description.

Illustrative examples of the robotic cells with two and three machines are discussed.

The examples indicate that the genetic algorithm is effective and practical for optimizing

the sequence of robot moves in robotic cells with two and three machines for different

parts. The genetic algorithms can rapidly find the optimal solution and parl schedule.

However, convergence speed should be controlled to prevent local optimization.

Different schemes of mutation and crossover result in different converging speeds of the

algorithm. A set of the operation rates of crossover and mutation can be used to find the

global optimal solution. Since genetic algorithms are stochastic approaches, the

performance of the approaches is affected by operation rates. Based on the four groups of

the operation rates of mutation and crossover, genetic algoritlln is run several times until

the same solution is obtained. The examples demonstrate that the genetic algorithm could

easily solve the problems. So far, the part sequence problems associated with all the robot

moving cycles in a robotic cell with two or three machines have been solved.

Further work for part processing in a robotic cell may include the following.
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1. Introduce different ìoading and unloading tirne to different nrachines. and different

tl'avel time between machines. In the mean time, consider the con'esponding

constraints.

2. Investigate parts with different features, and different set-up fime.

3. Include a fixed set of parts in the design of robot cells.

4. Consider the limited buffer storage in a robotic cell, and the trade-off between

tlloughput rate and inventory cost.
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ABSTRACT

Industl'ial l'obots play an imporlant role in advanced
rnanufactu|ing systems. A major appÌication of
industlial lobots is loading and unloading of rnachining
parts in rlanufactuling cells. For a single lobotic cell
with n lnachines. the number of possible alternative
sequences of robot moving is n fàcrorial (nl). The
process to decision the optimal design of a robot cell is
often both daunting and time-consuming. ln ot'del' to
decide the shoìtest cilcle time in a lobotic cell, a cost-
effective tool, which can simulate the sequence of robot
moving. is developed to assist the design and analysis
of robot opelations by the authors. The tool can
simulate a single robot cell with two and three
machines using a distributed sharing model. The Java
programming language is used to create the plogram
code. The Web blorvsels are used to plovide a user-
fiiendly interfäce to manipulate the simulate process.
Very positive feedback has been leceived from users.

KEY WORDS

Intelnet-based teaching and Iealning. Robot cell,
Computer aided tools. Simulation

I.INTRODUCTION

Computel Integlated Manufacturing and Automation is
a core course of oul Industrial Engineeling Plogram.
Ploduction planning and contlol is a col'e coulse of our'
new Manufàcturing Engineeling Proglam. Mechanical
engineeling students take these courses as a technical
elective. Flexible Manufactuling Systems (FMS) is an
important section of these courses. It takes six hours to
teach the sequence of lobot moving in the FMS section,
which includes the introduction of alternative lobot
moving. the analysis of the moving and the cycle time.
and decision of the optimal alternatives.

The plocess of a product loading and unloading in a

manufactuling cell or FMS system is carried out by

robots. The robot perfblms a plocedure of pickup.
moving. load. unload. and dlop parts in the cell. For a

single lobotic manufàctuling cell u,ith n machines. the
numbel of possible alternative sequences of robot
moving is n factolial (n!). The teaching and learning ol'
this section is often both daunting arrd time-consurning.
Many literatules provide diffelent techniques to obtain
the optimal cycle tinre and consequently the best
sequences ofrobot rnoving. such asNgentis discussed a
no-r.vait lobotic cell f'or an automated lr-machine florv
shop in rvhich one lobot is used to move the palts flom
a machine to the next ! ]: Liu et al provided a dynanric
sequencing ofrobot moves in a nlanufàcturing cell [2]l
Hall et al ploposed a scheduling method in lobotic cells
fol classification of trvo and thlee machine cells [3];
Ane.la et al discussed the scheduling of palts and lobot
activities in a two machine lobotic cell [4].

The method used to teach this matelial is based on the
textbook [5]. developed by Sethis et al. It chalactelizes
single robot cell with two and three machines. There is
not a suitable simulation tool which can be used to
examine the theoletic methods and divelse solutions.
The delivery of this section is only based on the lectule
rvithout lelated tutorial and lab to support the teaching
and learning plocess. We proposed to develop a

simulation tool to accommodate this demand.

Sìmulation is a modeling and analysis tool widely used
lol the purpose of designing. planning and control of
manufàctuling systems 15] One of the greatest
advantages of a simulation model is that can compress
ol expand time. Manufàcturing systems can be

undelstood bettel' rvith the help of simulation model.
Once a model is developed. it plovides an efficient tool
fol analyzing effects of valious parametels and
studying the implications of various aìtelnatives.

Simulation modelin-e techniques rvith visual anirnation
capabilities also plovide an elTcient means in learning.
expelimenting. and analyzing of a reaì-ìife complex
system. Using simulation modeling. it is possible to
create and test countless scenalios. The simulation has
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been used extensively in engineering education. Such
as- Standlidge used sinrulation in his teaching rvith a

rnix of passive and active learning in his class [6]: A
sofir.vare tool developed lor teaching/ìearning in a 805 I
rricrocontrolle¡'shorvs the benefìts ol'it as an
altelnative to tl'aditional instruction tools [7]; n
modular apploach to the design and sinlulation of
digital communication systems irnploves students'
interest in the sub.iect by addlessing practical design
issues flom the matelial discussed in the class [8].
Theref-ore. si ¡ru lation-based education methods provide
valuable resources to boost interest in eneineering
education and enhance the ability to effèctively teach
and conceptually learn engineering sub.iects [9].

2. ROBOT MOVTNG SEQUENCE tN A
MANUFACTURING CELL

2.1 Sequencing of Robot Moving in a Two-
Machine Robotic Cell

The lobot cycle time Ta-6h+6v+ a+ b

Figure I. (a) Alternative I

lf u'e assume that a is the processing tinle of'nrachine
ll4l and ó is the plocessing tirne o1'rnachine A,l2: h is
the time used by robot I'or each pick up. load- unload.
and dlop opelation: I' is the time o1- the r-obot nrovinq
betu,een trvo ad.jacent ìocations; f is the cycle time ol'
the lobot operation. Therc ale trvo altelnatives of robot
moving sequence in a two-lnachine lobotic cell. The
illustlations and ci,cle tir¡e are shou,n in Figu¡es I (a)
and (b).

2.2 Sequencing of Robot Moving in a Thlee
Machine Robotic Cell

Based on the analysis plovided by Sethi et al. thele ale
six altelnatives in a three-ntachine lobotic cell [10]. lf
we use the same parameters as in Section 2.1. and
intloduce c as the plocessing tinle of lnachine lt43.lhe
sequences and the c¡,cle time oi'the robot moving can
be indicated in Figures 2 (a) to (f).

:ltL*r"9,:ì,i.ìjiÏ

,ti

o i¡::,,

þt?f.täT{Y<i
:ì-l"r::.'.--::

iYlli.Si;'-i!lr

Thelobot cycìetime: Tt = th * 8t, + a + b + c

Figure 2(a). Alternative I

LiÞ:'ç,tu1'

[:ri::Ìii:Írìi141

The robot cycle linte:
T:: j + ntax{k. b, (42+a). (þ2+c), (a+b+ç¡1'2¡
Where: j :4h +1t, and t: 8t'+1h

O,i:A¡:

The robot cycle time:
T2 : th + 11, + max{2h + 4v, a, b}

Figure l. (b) Alternative 2 Figure 2 (b). Alternative 2
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T3 =¡ + ntax{(k-2h+a). c, (a+b+ki2-21)}

Figure 2 (c). Alternative 3

It can be f'ound fi'onl Figules 1 and 2 that optirnal
sequence oJ'a robot movin_q,. ivhich has sholtest cycle
time. depends on the value ol' a. b. c. h and r'. l'he
dilferent products ma¡' r'equire dillèr'ent machining
time. u,hich rvill result in the diffel'ent oprinral
sequerìce. The process to search an optir-nal sequence
only based on the f'olnlL¡lae plovided in Figures I and 2
is not easy to undelstand. lt is also hard to evaluate the
sealch result rvithout a sin.rulation tool. A sirlulatiorr
tool rvas developed based on these consideralions. The
developed tool plovides a method f'or students to
conlìgure and test an FMS ellèctiveli,.

3. THE SYSTEM DESIGN AND
IMPLEMENTATION

Visual J++ language is used to rvlite the sirnulation
proglam in order that the simulation can be run on Web
browsels. An 'Applet on HTML' is cleated and
embedded into the Web brorvsers using the Applet
class of Visuaì J++. The florv chart of the ploglaur
running is shown in Figure 3.

I

+b +c -2y))

T5 = j + max{a. (k + c -2t), (ki2 +b +c -21}

Figure 2 (e). Alternative 5

It-*á,:{lÍii
.:-,.-...,-.-a,.. l.;

o,¡:qr, 
i

,r43i¡iíliþl*Ì

0::'Û:¡'

iii&,îit$vl
...4.::i.,:L,.,- ág:Ë¿iìx.l'{l

:. ..:....-1,...:.:....:..:

; ". 
,

::.îì::-:ìì ., ì

i,,, ry¡¡¡t¡
i.-,!,.::ii l

T¡-- j + nax{k, a, b, c)}

Figure 2 (f). Alternative 6 Figure 3. The flow chart ofthe program

Applet

Define Variables

InitFolm(

ActionPelfonned ( ActionEvent e)

Alternative choices from intelfàce and
Get variables value fi'om text fields

Start thlead
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The thlead classes are used in the ploglarn. rvhich
invoh,es using ob.jects to implernent a Runnable
intel'fàce. The Runnable interlàce is activated using the
run() method in order that the sinrulation can be paused
or stopped at an)time dut'ing the program lunning.

'Ihe follorving procedure \\ias used in the
irnplementation of the simulation tool in ol'der to nìeet
the design ob.jectives:

1). The dennnd t'eqtrirentent anabtsis'. This rvas to
collect related ideas and expelience flom iàculties and
students rvho had used solìrvale-based tool in the
teaching and lealning to lìnd demand f'or the si¡nulation
tool.

2). The Ðtstem design andfunction definition: This was
to design the systern structure. input and output, and
intelface used. The detailed development process was
also considered.

3). Detailed Ð)stem design: At this stage. the detailed
programming florv chalt r.vas designed. The demand
requirement was checked. Any initial implovement was
made.

1). SoJnuare code deyeloptnent:This was to develop the
software code.

5). lnstallation and tesÍ: This stage was fbr pr¡mal'y test
of the sofiwale running. and evaluate the intel'active
process plior to use in the class.

6). Evaluation by students: This rvas to use the software
tool developed in the course tutorial. The student lepolt
lequired contained not only technical issues. but the
feedback of using this tool as well.

7). The syslent intprorement: The implovement was
made based on the student's feedback and ploblems in
the application.

4. THE EVALUATION OF THE
SIMULATION TOOL

The developed sofìrvare tool of the sequence simulation
of lobot moving has been used in the teaching and
learning. The tool can be accessed from any location
thlough the Internet. The address of the sirnulation tool
i s:http ://urwv.u man itoba.ca./facu lti es/en gineeli ng/mech

_and_i nd/prof/pen g/RobotmoveS imulation/page I .htm.
Its operation window is shorvn in Figure 4. ln the
teaching and learning applications in the last two years.
the simulation tool had saved about three teaching
houls in each coul'se f'or nerv content development. It
also increased the interest and understanding of

students in the lealning process. Students had an
assignment associated u,ith FMS studl'. A repor-t \\/as
lequiled fì'om the students. The lepolt included
feedback and an evaluation of using this tool. The issue
related the tool impt'ovement \\,as docuntented and uscd
to fu|the| system inlprovet'ìlent.

The feedback rvas collected from the classes ol last
year and this year'. All students gave the positive
comments. Sonre selected sentences iionr the fèedback
include:
o Very usetil/ helplul/gleatl¡, incleascd the

understanding ol' the various ditlèr'ence robot
moving sequences:

o The te\tbook doesn't explain it as rvell as rhe
simulation tool does;

o The softrvale makes the sequence alternatives quite
clear';

o Very easy to use.

The suggestion for the furthel implovenìent rvas also
collected. Some of suggestions are listed as f'ollou,ing.
o Add robot u,ait time display into the simulatio¡r;
o Allow useÌs to choose the robot rnoving speed. and

to create the nerv sequences;
o Allow time progless to change;
o Use 3D model.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Many literatures plovide different techniques to obtain
the optimal cycle time and consequently the best
sequences of robot moving. But none of the¡n provide
an easy procedure in a robot cell design. This paper
discusses the development oi an Inteulet-based tool in
teaching and leaning to simulate the sequence o1'r'obot
moving. It plovides a cost-effèctive tool for students to
set up a robot cell in a f'lexible manufàctuling system.

The developed soflwale has been used in the teaching
and lealning of courses: Computer Integrated
Manufactuling and Automation. and ploduction
planning and cont|ol. It has increased interest and
understanding of students in the lealning plocess. The
tool allows students to put'sue a bload range of
hypotheses and variable manipulation. and gain
valuable practice rvith using the concepts. such as:

o Check the theoretical solution discussed in the
class by the computer simulation process;

o Plovide different hypotheses and find the solution
by using the ploposed softwale;

o Help to complete the assignrnent of l'obot moves;
and

o Use it as an assistant tool to analyse the rvolk
process of a flexible manufacturing system.
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'fhelef-ole. the developed u,eb-based simulation tool
has promoted deep learning process in manufàcturing
cell design. It allorvs users to test different h1,,porheses.
It gives users opporlunities to plactise applications of
thei¡' knorvledge. and 10 enrich the thcoletical
apploaches f'ol' a rvider range olstyles.

Further rvolk u,ill be the system improvement based on
suggestions fi'om the lèedback. Some u,ork has been
done recently. Especially. Vinual Reality Modeling
Language (VRML)-based 3D modeling sinrulation has
been developed to enhance the capability of the
simulation tool in visualization and interaction. Figure
5 shorvs its operation u'indou,.
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Aß.\TRAcT

This paper drsc¡rsses different part tvpes problems in o hvo-nachine robotic celt. The different sequence of input
ports will generale diflerent c.vcle tinte. Tl¡e research is to fnd the ntaxintunt parts tltroughout rate or the
ntinintunt q,cle tinte of the robot operatiotl. Sonte approaches reloÍed to the problent have been proposed.
Hov'ever, these methods ore ven, contplex on lorge-si:ed port problens or even ntediunt-si:ed problens. A
genelic 4lgor¡thnt is pro¡tosed tofind solution of the problent thctl is characteri:ed b-,- afixed path. The pro¡tosed
olgor¡lhnt entplol,s llte natural chromosonte representotiotl ofgenetic algorithnt. A poitll cut ct'ossover opet'úlor is
developedfor cltrontosome crossover opercil¡on. A nlutat¡oÌ1 operator is designed to selecl ttyo genes rundontlt, itt
a cltronrcsonrc and to exchange tlte genes posit¡ot1s. The optimal part sequence snd c.vcle line are obtained
throughprocessinggenelicewtluctlioncutdintprot,ingthesolzttionpetformance. Anexantpleispresented.

I.INTRODTICTIoN

lndust¡'ial robots play an important lole in computer integrated manufactuling systems. A ma.lol application o1'
industrial robots is loading and unloading parts in robotic cells. For exarnple. the lobot is used to pick up a parl
fi'om an input buffer. load and unload it on a lathe nrachine. then on a drill machine. finally dischalge it in an output
buffer.

Most of the existing t'esearch on lobotic cells is for a single robotic cell which consists of an input device. several
machines that pelforrn different processing on each part. an output device. and a Ìobot that transpolts the parts fiom
one machine to another. ot' between machines. If the layout of machines. an input. and output device is arlanged
along a semi-cilcle. the robot is located in the centel of the semi-circle and transports parts between machines and
input/output devices, the lobotic cell is called a robot-centred cell [3.5]. Ilthe robot is on a rail and can move along
the rail in the cell to load and unload parts on the machines. the robotic cell is called mobile-r'obot cell [3.5.6].

Many I'eseat'chels focused on the problems of identical part types and different paft types in the lobot-centred
cell. but the lesults can be used in mobile-robot cell [3]. Sethi et al [] solved the ploblern of the lobot rnove
sequence in trvo machines and thlee machines for identical paú types. parls schedule is li¡nited on the fìxed paths in
two machines fbl diflèrent pafi types. Crama et al [2] developed the special case of the problem rvhele the number'
of machines is albitrary based on the concept of pyrarnidal permutation. A dynamic plograrnrning approach is used
to solve the lobot move sequence in a lobotic cell rvith rl machines for identical part types. Agentis [3.4] studied
no-wait plocessing in the robotic cell with two and thlee machines. Logendran et al [5] solved the different parts
pt'oblem in trvo machines lobotic cell. Aneja et al [7] consideled the diffelent palts problem in trvo machines robotic
cell, but each parl can be ploduced by one of two diffelent possible lobot move cycles. Gilmole and Gomory's
algolithm is adopted to solve the diffelent palts problems [1.5.7]. lt is fol a special solvable class ofthe tlaveling
salesman problem. This algolithm is complex to solve large-size palts schedule problems or even medium-size palts
schedule problems.

In this paper'. u,e focus on a single robotic cell with two machines and thele are no intermediate buffers betu'een
machines as shown in Figure ì. The opelation procedure of the trvo-machine robot-centered cell is assumed as
follows:

8 Corresponding author: Tel.: (204) 474-8572: Fax: (204) 275-7507 E-mail: umluantf@cc.unranitoba.ca
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Machine

#
Robot

Figure l: Trvo-nachine robot-centered cell

(l) Each partwill go through all elements of the cell in the ordel IN. Ml. M2. OUT.
(2) Each machine processes only one parl at a time.
(3) The set-up time is included in the plocessing time.
(4) The time of each picking-up, loading, unloading. and dlop off is sarne.

(5) The l'obot travel time between any pair of adjacent location is same.

The objective of the research is to fìnd the optimal soÌution of the sequence of lobot moves in the trvo-machine
robotic cell fol different palts based on the minimum part set (MPS) [,5].

Genetic algorithms (CA) are used to solve the ploblem because the problem belongs to combinatolial
optimization problems. Genetic algolithms have the fèatule of f'lexible. global and stochastic searching mechanism.
They are expected to implove the effìciency f'or scheduleof different parts. This paper is olganized as fbllou's: the

schedule of diffèrent pan types in a lobotic cell rvith two machines is intloduced in Section 2. Section 3 designs the
implementation of genetic algorithms. An example is illustmted in Section 4 follorved by conclusions in Section 5.

2. SCHEDULE OF DIFFERENT PART TYPES IN A ROBOTIC CELL WITH TWO -MACHINE

There ale two alternative sequences of lobot moves in a trvo-machine robot cell. They ale shorvn in Figure 2 and
Figule 3. Fol alternative I , the sequence of r obot rnoves is in the order of IN-M ¡-M2-OUT-IN. Fol altelnative 2. ìt is
in the ordel of IN-Mr-M:-OUT-Mr-M2-lN.

Machine 2

n

,,W
5

2

Robot

Figure 3: Alternative 2

t..l

I\J
Buf fer

Machine

lourl
Buff er

Machine I

J=*
8..,, /L

64

l"él-; {-E=={#
3r,
//

I owl
Buffer

Robot

Figure 2: Altenrative I

2.] ALTERNATIVE I

For multi-part cycles rvith alternative I of lobot moves. the cycle time can be obtained as f-olìorvs Il]:
Tro(,)o(,*r) = € + 6 + € + a oli¡ + € + ò + e + b or,, + e + 6 + e + 36

BuflèL

Machine 2 Machine

= 6e + 66 + aoli¡ + bol¡¡
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The cycle tirne:

a' = i Tto(,\o(¡*tl

lvhelc ois a given penllutation oi /? parts. áis the time of pickin-e-up. loading. unloading. or drop ofl'. áis the lobot
t|aveì tinre betu,een any pair of ad.iacent location. ao1,¡ and bo1¡¡ are part ¡ processing time at ll'lt and /|1:.

respectively. Ttoli)o1i*r¡ is the time to produce one part i. l? is the number of parts.

2.2 ALTERNATIVE 2

For this case, the cycle time can be obtained as follorvs I I ]:

Tzo(,)o(i*r\ = € + 6 + € +26 + ìr,to(/+t) + € + 6 + E +26 + E + 6 + E + 6 + ì,,ro(¿+l)

: 86 + 6e + rr,)o(,+r) + ìl,rõ(,+t)

rvhere rr,,o1,*,) and u,?ø(r+t)are the robot waiting times at A4 ¡ and M3. r'espectively.

ì1'2ø(r+r) = ma-\t0, óo(,+ ¡ - ao - 2el

v,ro(¡+r) = maxto:dø(,+t) -ï¡7o(/) -+6 -Zej

whele u'ro1,¡ : nlu*þ.óo1,1 -+õ _1zej

Thelef-ore, Tzo(i)o1i*t¡=86+6e+maxþ.åd(¡+r )-4õ-Ze)+maxþ.aø(i+r) - 46-2s-,.t'ru*þ.óo1,¡ -+d-Zefi
The cycle time:

rt =iTz,(,)o(¡*t)

3. THE IMPLEMENTATION oF GENETIC ALGORITHMS

Based on the fol'mulations (l) and (2). a genetic algorithm is used to find optimal cycle time and palts schedule
for a given fixed sequence of robot moves. The genetic algorithm consists of the encoding scheme. evaluation
finction, roulette wheel selection, genetic operators, and evolution strategy. They are illustrated as l-ollorvs:

3.1 ENCÙDINGSCHEME

Encoding scheme is used to encode a solution of the ploblem into a chrolnosome. It is a key fol genetic
algorithm to solve leal world ploblems. Because the schedule of paús in a lobotic cell belongs to a permutation
schedule problem. the pelmutation of parts is designed to l'epresent chromosomes for the ploblem. Fol erample- if
there ale eight parts in a chlomosome and the representation of the chromosome is:

The schedule of parts rvill be partl. part5. part3. paú4. partZ- par16. part7. part8.

3,2 TNIT]AL PoPULATToN

Initial population is a gl'oup of indii,iduals or chromosomes. After initial population size and lepresentation of
chromosome ale defined. the initial population is generated landomly. Each individual of the initial population
presents a schedule ofparls.

(l)

(2)

2 J 4 5 6 7 8
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3.3 Ev¡ t.L¡.trtoN FuNCrroN

Evaluation function is used to measut-e the lìtness value ol'a -s.iven 
individual. Fol the ploblem of-palts schedule

in a two machines robotic cell. the inverse of cycle tirne of altelnative I and alter-native 2 is used to detellrline the

f itness lbl each individual. r'espectively. The evaluation function can be designed as i'ollou's:

For altelnative 1: et'ctl(individual) = 1¡ 7,

F'ol altelnative 2'. evl(individual) = 117,

3.4 RoULETTE WHEEL SELECTION

A roulette u,heel apploach is used to select individuals lì'om population to perl'ornl genetic opelatols. The

appr-oach is stochastic. Éach individual occupies a'slice of a pie'. A landom numbet'is generated. ll'rhe nurlber is

bei*een the cumulative probabilities of c1 *and 4r*l . the individual k is selected. By this \rya!. the best individual

that has the most probability rvill be selected to perf'orm genetic operator. The roulette rvheel apploach includes

follorving steps [9]:

( l) Calculate each fìtness value for each individual

eval(indit,idttal t ). k = 1.2.... pop _si:e

(2) Calculate the total fìtness fol the population

p)p .\i:a

F : Letat(inditidual¡)

(3) Calculate selection probability p¡ fol each individual

et,al(indiriùtal t)
nr= , , k=t./.,....PoP_st=e

(4) Calculate cunrulative probability g¡ fol eaclr individual

k

ør -- )-P, k =1'2"", PoP -si=e
'i=l

whele ,t is the number of individuals in the population.

The str.ongest individual with the rnost plobability is selected by spinning the roulette u'heel'

3,5 GENETIC OPERATORS

The genetic opel.ators ar.e used to create child|en at each gene|ation.. In this research. trvo genetic operatol's are

introduced to deal with sequence of robot moves f'ol different paft types in a trvo-machine robotic cell- They are one

point cut crossover and arbitrary two palts change mutation [8]. They are shown in Figures 4 and 5'

3. 5. I ONE POINT CUT CROSSOVER

Trvo parents ar.e selected to generate one child. One cut point is landomly generated. Parent I is divided into two

parrs by ihe cut point. The childinhelits the left part of the parent l. The other part of the child comes lì'orn palent 2-

iakes ouer the palts that are not included the fir'st part ofthe child and keeps the oldel ofparent 2.

3.5.2 MUTATION-ARBITRARY TWO PARTS CN¡NCC

Mutation is an operator of genetic algorithms. Arbitlary two palts change mutation is designed to pelfolm the

operation of mutation. Two palts in the þalent of Figule 5 ale selected randomly and exchanged their position to

generate one child.

3.6 EVOLUTION STRATEGY

After genetic operators. total population consists of old population and new cl'eated childlen. Based on evolution

srr.ategy. ìi.. n.," þopulation for"the next generation is seíected flom the old population and childlen. As the old
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Cut Point

Palent I

child

Palent 2

Pareut

chitd

Figure 4: One point cut crossover Figure 5: r\rbitrary t$,o parts chartge ntutation

population and children compete f'or sunival and the best ol bettel individuals ale picked out. the nerv population is

better than the old population. The best or better population can be obtained fiom one the Seneration to another

genelation. Optimal solution is obtained after sevet'al genelations.

3.7 OVERALLALGORITHM

Genetic algorithm is implernented by combining one point cut crossover and arbitrat)' parts change rrutation. lt
is desclibed âs folìows:

Input: parts numbel'. the robot tl'avel time. the pick up, load, unload. and drop ofT time. each palt processing

time on the nrachine land machine 2. population size. the plobability of crossover and mutation.

Output: cycle tirne and schedule of paìts.

Begin:

Step l: Randomly generate the initial population.

Step 2: If the termination cliterion is not satisfied, go to Step 3. Otherrvise output the lesult.

Step 3: Genelate a random numbet'.

Step 4: If the numbel satisfies the probability of clossover'. two parents at'e selected flom the initial population by

the roulette rvheel apploach in ol'del to generate one child. Othelwise one parelrt is selected fioni initial
population by the roulette wheel approach in order to generate one child.

Step 5: If the numbel of children is not satisfied, go back to Step 3. Othenvise go to Step 6.

Step 6: tJsing fitness function to select the best population size individuals fiom the initial population and the

childlen.

Step 7: Go back to Step 2.

4. AN ILLI.ISTRATIVE EXAN,IPLE

The genetic algorithm has been cornpleted by Visual J++ Ìanguage. An example is designed to illustl'ate the palts

schedule problenr with ten palls in the two-machine robotic cell. The t'obottravel time á is 0.3 minutes. The pick

up, load. unload. and drop off time a is 0.2 minutes. The minimal production ratio (MPR) [5] is

¡-=(rr.t.t.\-14.rs.16.¡'j,4 ) = (1,2.1,1.1-2.1.1) . The processing times on machine I and machine 2 are given in Table

l.

Table l: The part nunlber, type and processittg tirle

Partnunrber l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 l0
Part Type Pl P2 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P6 P7 P8

Mr (min) 5.0 3.0 3.0 4.0 4.5 4.5 ó.0 6.0 2 0 4.0

M: (min) 3.0 4.5 4.5 3.0 5.0 3.0 4.0 4.0 3.5 6.0

For the example. it is assumed that the set-up time is short for each part. The switch betrveen diffelent pafls type

is not affected by the set-up time. The question is focused on parts sequence. The objective is to fìnd the optimal

parls schedule solution f'or the alternative l and altel'native 2 by using the genetic algolithm. By corrparing

lr 2 :,:3i: 4 5 6 7 8

X
2 i:T 4 ) 6 7 8
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altcrnative I and 2. the optimal c),cle time can be obtained. lf the seþup time is longer'. the l'esealch can be used to

lìnd diflèr'ent parts type sequence. The optimal parts type sequence can be obtained.

For.alternarive l. f-our sets ol-operation rates are used. They are Ict'ossovet'. rîutation]:[0.2.0.8]. [0.4.0.6]. [0.6.
0.4]. and [0.8. 0.2]. respecrivel],. Based on the f'our groups of'operation rates and ten population size. the glaphic ol

I cycle time is shorvn in Figut'e 6.

For alrer.narive 2. f-oul sets of'opelation rates aÌe used. They are [ct'ossovet'. rrutation]:[0.2.0.8]. [0'4.0.6]. [0'6.
0.4]. and [0.8. 0.2]. respecri\/ely. Based on the f'our groups of operation rates and ten population size. the glaphic of
I, cycle time is shou,n in Figule 7.
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Figure 6: The converging process ofaltenrative I Figure 7: The converging process ofaÌternative 2

From the Figure 6. the cycle time is not changed for the four sets of opelation rates. Actually. the cycle ti¡ne is

the same for any palts sequence. The lesult also can be conformed fi'om the folmulation of (l).

Fr.om the Figur-e 7, the cycle time of each line is changed. This means that the cycle time is affected by the each

parts schedule.-For diffel'ent sets of operation rates, the cycle time ìs converged on the same value afte| sevelal

þenerations. The l'our sets of operation rates are used to plevent local optirnum situation. The solution is global

õptimurn because the cycle time of different sets of opelation rates is converged on the salÌìe value.

Compar.ing the optinral cycle tirne of altelnative l(90.75 minutes) with the optimal cycle tinre of altelnative 2

(63.0minutesj,asthecycletìrneofaltel'nativel ismorethanthecycletimeofaltelnative2.theoptimal cycletime

is the cycle time of alteinative 2. The clossover is 0.5 and mutation is 0.5 fbr testing of altelnatjve 2- The glaphic is

shown ín Figure 8. From the Figule 8. the cycle time is converged on 63.0 minutes. The parts schedule is obtained as

shown in Figure 9.

In the lefì side ofthe line in Figure 9. each row represents parts schedule. ln the right side ofthe line. each rorv

represents the cycle time of each parts schedule. The optimal cycle time is 63.0 minutes. However- the palts

sc'hedule is not only one sequence. There are several solutions fbl palts schedule. Each sequence sat¡sfìes the

optimal cycle time.
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5. Coircltisloxs

Cenetic algor.ithrns have shou,n an ellèctive and practical solution f'or optimization problems of- sequence ol-

robot mo\/es lor diifelent part types in a tu,o-machine lobotic cell. The example illustrates that genetic algorithms

can r-apidl¡' lrnd optimal solution and parts schedule. Horvever'. convergence speed should be_controlled to pre\ient

local optirnu¡l.Differentschemeofmutationandcrossovelu'ill affecttheconvergingspeedofthealgorithm. Aset

of oper-alion rates of crosso\ier and mutation can be used to find the global optirnal solution. Since genetic

algoiithnrs are stochastic apploaches. the pelfbrrnance ofthe approach is aflected by opelation rates- Based on the

f-o-rr gtoupr of ntutation and clossover opelation ra1es. genetic algorithm is t'un set,eral times until the sal¡e solulion

is obtained in the example. Furthel lesealch is to find optimal cycle time and palts schedule ilr a three-rnachine

lobotic cell.
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